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Abstract 
 

 
 Photon-material interactions are driven by fast chemical and physical phenomena. With 

enough incident energy, photons are capable of inducing photoionization processes converting 

the solid material to a plasma. The highly energetic resulting electrons and ionic species undergo 

rapid transformation with the underlying material and themselves in the nano-second to micro-

second time scale before the decay back to a gaseous state occurs. These actions drive the many 

interesting interactions that take place in a laser induced plasma event. Study of the plasma 

emission can give insight into the mechanisms of interaction, and the resulting samples after 

irradiation can provide information on how the plasma formed. 

 Chapter 1 gives an overview of the current state of energetics materials with a history of 

the current methods and techniques of initiation and testing. The fundamental operation of lasers 

is discussed, along with their interaction mechanisms with materials. An overview of the 

resulting analytical techniques to study laser induced plasmas is given. 

 Chapter 2 discusses the experimental processes employed during each experiment. A 

description of sample preparation is given. The design and construction of the driving 

electronics, optical set-up, and spectroscopy are detailed. The custom programming for data 

collection and analysis is discussed. 

 Chapter 3 discusses the time-resolved spectroscopic study of the laser induced plasma 

and the decay process that was evident from the resulting spectra. The plasma decay process as 

observed is believed to be that of a phase transition from a plasma to a gaseous state.  



 iii 

 Chapter 4 details the mechanisms of material removal from the molecular solid RDX. 

Experiments were done at various lens to sample distances to understand how the fluence 

influenced the plasma plume formation. The results are interpreted in terms of four different 

mechanisms of material removal dependent upon the laser fluence.  

 Chapter 5 is a study of the laser ablation of polycarbonate covered RDX samples. The 

mechanisms and amounts of material removal in PC and RDX differ at constant laser fluence. 

However, when coating the RDX samples in PC, the increase in depth of material removal is 8x 

that of RDX alone. These results suggested that the mechanism of removal involves a chemical 

process driven by the PC laser induced plasma interaction with the underlying RDX material.  

 Chapter 6 gives an overview of the cumulative understanding of the laser induced plasma 

plume formation process as related to these studies. There are fundamental processes that are 

unique to these laser material interactions and they are discussed. Suggested future work is 

outlined.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Energetic materials 

1.1.1 Historical development 

 An explosive is a chemical compound which has the potential to release large amounts of 

heat and/or pressure upon initiation of decomposition.1, 2 The Chinese first developed gun 

powder, a formulation of sulfur, charcoal, and potassium nitrate, in the 9th century during the 

Tang dynasty. It would be hundreds of years until the next significant advance in explosives was 

made. First synthesized by Ascanio Sobrero in 1847, nitroglycerin was not brought to its full 

potential until 1867 when Alfred Nobel figured out how to stabilize it, producing dynamite a few 

years later with its commercial production.3 The production was dangerous, and the blasting oil 

mixture of nitroglycerin and black powder was unstable. Eventually the nitroglycerin was made 

safe by Nobel through the mixture of nitroglycerin with clay like material that stabilized it. This 

is the first example of the importance of stabilizing energetic materials (EMs) and to this day the 

balance between safety4 and performance is an issue, and the end product was known as a 

formulation. More formulations were made in the coming years to improve this balance but it 

was not until World War I that trinitrotoluene (TNT) was developed. World War II saw the 

advent of even more powerful and common explosives such as cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine 

(RDX) (Figure 1.1) and octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine (HMX).  
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Figure 1.1. Cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine (RDX) 

The explosives discovered and used during this era were the most powerful and many are still 

used in various formulations today. Since then the most notable contributions have been the 

discovery of HMX, PETN, and CL-20.5 However most modern day explosives still use those 

already discovered in certain combination with one another and stabilizing materials.  

1.1.2 Classification of explosives 

The need for new explosives is still great6, 7 and much work is going into the synthesis 

and discovery of new materials. But with every explosive there is a need for classification based 

upon its performance and ultimate use. The classification of these chemicals as explosives is 

divided first into high explosives (HEs) and low explosives (LEs). A chemical compound is 

classified as a HE when the chemical reaction front moves faster than the speed of sound. 

Conversely, the LE combustion is subsonic. Supersonic combustion in HEs, known as 

detonation, also results in a significant pressure gradient in the form of a shock wave.8, 9 The LE 
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combustion is known as deflagration, a burning process without the associated high pressure 

shock waves.  

Within the high explosive category there are also further classifications based on 

sensitivity: primary, secondary, and tertiary10 explosives which are classified based on the 

amount of energy required to detonate it. Primary explosives require very little energy to initiate 

and are quite sensitive to heat, friction, impact, and pressure.11 Primary explosives such as black 

powder or lead azide are often used to then initiate secondary explosives due to their extreme 

sensitivity. The secondary explosives such as RDX or TNT are much more powerful than 

primary explosives.12, 13 Secondary explosives however are quite stable and require a large 

amount of energy to initiate which is why they must be used with a form of a detonator. Tertiary 

explosives such as ammonium nitrate (AN)10 or various bulk explosives used in mining are even 

more stable than secondary explosives. They are cheap to produce and their stability is important 

for the safety considerations as used in their practical blasting applications. The initiation of all 

explosives is of great concern; the goal is to provide the best balance of performance and safety 

in any given application. 

The behavior of explosives on a large scale14 is rooted in their molecular structure.15, 16 

Therefore, during the design of new explosives17, 18 great care must be taken to understand their 

application and whether they will be used for deflagration such as in flares, or a large detonation 

front for military use are significant factors. In order to define the use, much must be known 

about the performance. It is easier, cheaper, and safer to test these on a small scale when their 

characteristics are unknown. Currently, there is great interest in the development of small-scale 

testing of already synthesized compounds that hold promise as new explosives but whose 

properties are not well known. This area of research is ever growing as the search for a reliable 
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and safe testing technique that can easily scan and identify promising compounds is important. A 

lot of progress has been made in benchtop energetics experiments2, 19-21 by inducing small shock 

waves from laser driven flyer plates.22-29 Additionally, new methods aim at investigating laser 

beam interactions with explosives to determine their performance based upon expanding shock 

waves30, 31 imaged with high-speed photography.32-35 

1.1.3 Ignition techniques and ETC 

In a typical artillery shell, the bulk of the main charge is a secondary explosive such as 

RDX or some combination or formulation of stabilizers, plasticizers, metal particulate, or other 

explosives.36 Since the secondary explosive is relatively stable, it needs to be brought to the point 

of detonation by introduction of enough energy. Historically, primary explosives, since they are 

sensitive, have been used for this application. But this higher sensitivity increase safety concerns. 

Other options include various electrical detonators, blasting caps, and igniters. One form of 

ignition that has been pursued as a safe and reliable form is electrothermal chemical ignition 

(ETC) which is depicted in Figure 1.2.37-40 This uses the capacitive discharge of a polymer to 

create a high energy plasma and a gaseous burst that, upon contacting the secondary explosive, 

ignites it.41, 42 
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Figure 1.2. Conventional (top) and ETC (bottom) ignition 

The advantage of this method is that it removes the unstable primary explosive from the equation 

by replacing it with an inert material. Unfortunately the practical concern then becomes the need 

for and size of a power supply to convert this polymer to a plasma and the large capacitor to 

generate the current.  

ETC ignition of energetic materials has been well studied.41, 43, 44 It has been shown that 

the initiation time in ETC is extremely reproducible on a microsecond time scale as compared to 

the millisecond irreproducibility of conventional methods.45 Experimental modeling studies have 

identified hydrogen as the species responsible for the chemical interaction between plasma and 

propellant. Blumenthal et. al.46 has shown that the hydrogen ion implantation into the energetic 

material is responsible for the initiation of the chemical processes leading to detonation through a 

process related to the HONO thermal decomposition mechanism. Therefore, an important aspect 

is to have a source of hydrogen ions for implantation in the EM.47 
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Additionally, it has been shown that lasers, when incident upon polymers, can also form 

plasmas.48-52 This laser ignition of explosives has been investigated as an alternative form of 

ignition for a long time.53 It could serve as a promising and safe alternative to traditional 

methods by replacing the sensitive igniters with an inert material and using the advantages of 

ETC but without the need for a large capacitor. In this design, an embedded polymer could be 

selectively irradiated with the laser pulse to ignite the explosive directly.54 

1.1.4 Standoff detection 

Dissimilarly, instead of using lasers to ignite the explosive as described, Laser induced 

breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) can be used as a standoff detection method for explosives. This 

analytical technique ablates the explosive or residue to obtain emission spectra that can then 

identify the chemical compound present. The technique is advantageous due to its purely optical 

nature and the ability to identify the specific type of explosive even at a faraway distance. 55-57  

In the energetic materials community there are large areas devoted to the safe creation and 

optimization of explosives, but there is also a large field devoted to the detection and 

identification of explosives.58, 59  

1.2 Lasers 

 1.2.1 Fundamental operation 

 The acronym LASER comes from light amplification by stimulated emission of 

radiation. The fundamental operation centers on a few main parts depicted in Figure 1.3. 

Contained inside of an enclosed cavity is the crystal, the determining factor of wavelength of 

emission. The lasing medium typically emits light somewhere in the ultraviolet (UV), visible 

(VIS) or infrared (IR). The work described herein uses a neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum 

garnet (Nd:YAG) laser upon which this description will be focused. A rod of a Nd:YAG crystals 
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is placed between two powerful bulbs known as flash lamps that emit white light. These lamps 

are driven by a high DC voltage. The crystal rod absorbs this light exciting the atoms. In a simple 

example of stimulated emission, when an atom is excited to a higher energy state, there is a 

related decay to a lower state releasing a photon. In order for lasing to occur, more photons have 

to be emitted than attenuated in the medium, and the rate of emission must be greater than that of 

the absorption. In a simple two level system, thermal equilibrium dictates that there will be more 

atoms lying in the ground state than the excited, so a stimulated emission cannot be achieved for 

use in a laser. Most systems are therefore 4-level lasers as the efficiency of emission is greater in 

this case. The process is depicted in Figure 1.4 where the excited states lie significantly higher 

than the ground state. The relaxation therefore does not occur directly back to the ground state 

but first to a metastable state through a fast non-radiative transition. It is from this high 

metastable state that a relaxation occurs to a lower metastable state, with emission of a photon. 

This separation between two states due to the intersystem crossing is what allows a population 

inversion, and thus lasing, to occur. From the low metastable state, further slow relaxation occurs 

back to the ground state. The four electronic levels and the two steps of non-radiative transition 

allow a population inversion to be achieved. Once a population inversion has been reached, the 

crystal rod emits photons at a wavelength of 1064 nm. This 1064 nm light resonates back and 

forth around the laser head cavity which has mirrors to focus the light in one direction toward the 

output. When a high enough amount of energy is present, the pockels cell, which acts like a fast 

electronic shutter, is opened. This is known as q-switching, which allows high-energy, short 

pulses to be created. The 1064 nm light exits the laser head to (to the left) where it then travels 

through pulse shaping, harmonic optics. These specialized optics have the ability to frequency 

double the photons so that the 1064 nm photons are generated with twice the energy at 532 nm. 
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This process can happen more than once generating photons at 266 nm also. To achieve high 

energy UV photons, Nd:YAG lasers are often operated in a pulsed mode which is operated by 

the use of a q-switch. In this set-up, the light resonates through the cavity and is only allowed to 

exit once a threshold amount of energy is achieved. Once that energy is achieved, the q-switch 

lets a pulse of light out for a short duration, typically in the nano-second time scale. This pulse of 

light is then focused to a point at some distance away from the laser head. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Simplified schematic diagram of a Nd:YAG laser head 
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Figure 1.4. Schematic of 4 – level laser system that allows population inversion to occur 
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1.2.2 Laser beam profile and fluence 

Laser fluence is described as the energy delivered over an area per unit time. In a 266 nm 

Nd:YAG nano-second laser, fluences can reach values of tens to hundreds of millijoules per 

pulse. So there is a delivery of a pulse of photons with given energy over the surface of a 

material for the few nanoseconds of the laser pulse. The unfocused light exiting the laser head is 

a beam that can be a few millimeters in diameter that is related to the diameter of the rods. But 

the energy distribution through the width of light exiting the laser is usually not linear, but in 

most cases considered to exhibit a Gaussian distribution. The irradiance distribution of the beam 

is defined by the optics in the pulse forming network (PFN). Most commonly there is a Gaussian 

distribution that exits the head in a large diameter beam and then is focused to an appropriate 

spot size ahead of the sample or behind by the lens as shown in Figure 1.5. 

 The Gaussian beam is focused to a point which is determined by the focal length of the 

lens. The sample is situated at some point along the path of the beam typically between the lens 

and the focal point of the lens. This distance, known as the lens to sample distance (LSD) along 

with the unfocused beam diameter defines the spot size of the laser beam. Depending on how 

close or far away the sample is placed from the lens; the spot size will be either large or small 

respectively. Within this large or small spot size then, the density of energy will be either smaller 

or greater because the energy is being deposited over a larger or smaller area. The fluence is 

therefore defined as the power density incident upon the material: 

𝐹𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦
𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

 (J/cm2/s)      (1.1) 

This then is how the laser fluence is adjusted, by changing the lens to sample distance, adjusting 

the spot size which changes the energy per area, the fluence. 
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Figure 1.5. Fluence dependence on focused beam diameter, and the energy distribution 
throughout the beam profile 
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1.3 Laser interactions with materials 

 1.3.1 Processes of ablation and observation of threshold fluences 

 The laser pulse interaction with a material depends most strongly upon the absorption 

coefficient of the given material.60, 61 For example, a UV laser pulse will pass through a quartz 

lens due to the transmission properties of the SiO2 lattice. A UV laser pulse impinging on a 

metal however will not pass through. Instead the UV laser light will excite the electrons in the 

metal to a higher state through direct absorption. If the energy of the UV photons are higher than 

the binding energy of the electrons then the metal will be photo-ionized. If an IR laser beam 

interacts with quartz, again the beam would transmit through. But, in the case of the metal, the 

IR beam will not act through a photoionization process because the energy per photon is smaller. 

The IR laser ablation process thus takes place through an interaction with the molecular 

vibrations resulting in an increase in temperature, rapid thermal heating forming an electron gas, 

followed by generation of an ionized plasma state.62 This linear absorption process is a 

difference between the multi-photon UV interactions.63-65 Here, the infrared laser wavelength 

must be in resonance with the molecular bonds present in the material in order for ablation to 

occur. And the energy of those photons must be able to transmit enough energy to those bonds 

resulting in a significant increase in motion causing a rapid heating in a short amount of time. 

This makes the ablation threshold subject to the absorption and thermal characteristics of the 

material. UV laser pulses however interact through an electronic process. The UV photons are of 

significant enough energy to be greater than most all atomic bonds. Therefore, the energy 

deposited depends not on the resonance of the bonds or their strength in thermal characteristics. 

Metals have allowed states to which an electron can be promoted to, insulators do not. The work 

described throughout was done with a UV laser so that interaction will be described in detail.  
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 Intense UV laser light interacting with an insulating or semiconducting material is 

directly absorbed through a multi-photon ionization process as depicted in Figure 1.6.66, 67 In the 

absence of allowed unoccupied states, when 𝐸 = 𝐸𝑜𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑑 + ℎ𝜐, there are only higher order 

interactions that explain the absorption of light. The multi-photon nature of the UV process 

defines the absorption mechanism as non-linear or second order, unlike the IR process previously 

described. With an incident UV photon of enough energy, an electron will be promoted to a 

virtual state. If another photon is incident before the decay time, this electron is promoted to a 

continuum of states. If the second photon is absorbed after the decay, relaxation will occur. This 

sets a threshold to ablation that is based upon the number of photons interacting with the material 

in a given area at a certain time, not the thermal properties of the material.  

If the photon flux is greater than the threshold to ablation, the laser irradiation creates 

ions and free electrons, along with neutral species in a plasma once the promotion to a 

continuum of states has been established. At some electron density, once the plasma formation 

has been established, it becomes optically thick in that the outer skin is not transparent to the 

hotter inner core. The ionization is a second order process but the heating however is first order. 

The energy of the laser pulse that does not go into creating this plasma is responsible for further 

heating the plasma to a higher temperature. Below the threshold, the UV pulse will heat the 

material but not evaporate or ionize it. If above the threshold, the laser pulse will remove 

material from the surface as it is volatized and brought to an ionized state. This threshold then is 

material dependent since the amount of energy required to excite an electron differs as the 

electronic configuration and molecular bonding structure of each material is different. And, 

ultimately, these materials can be studied by examining the resulting laser induced plasma (LIP) 

plume and the characteristic features that surround the formation and propagation of it. The 
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ionization means that there is a removal of electrons from a bonding orbital in the molecule. It is 

the point at which the second electron is removed from the orbital that bond breaking occurs. 

  The wavelength of interaction is not the only consideration to forming the laser induced 

plasma.68,69 Significant work has been done to illustrate the effects of backgrounds gas,70, 71 

showing contributions from chemical species72 and plasma shielding.73 This work has shown that 

the background gas (nitrogen) plays a role in product formation and the rates of reaction in air 

versus argon.74, 75 

 

 

Figure 1.6. Multiphoton excitation process of ultraviolet laser ablation 
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1.3.2 Fluence dependence on plasma  

 Changes in fluence affect all aspects of plasma features.76, 77 At low fluence, a larger 

portion of the available energy must be used to ionize and form the plasma because there is a 

larger probability of decay before ionization. Higher fluences have a higher photon flux thus 

decreasing the portion of the pulse required for plasma formation. After plasma formation, the 

remaining photons go into heating and further ionization of the plasma. The plasmas metal-like 

properties make it a strong absorber at all wavelengths. So when there is high fluence, higher 

degrees of ionization and temperatures.78-81 Conversely at lower fluences the opposite is the case. 

Trends in fluence dependence can be established through the comparison of experiments as 

fluence is adjusted on the samples. 

At lower fluences, the duration of the laser pulse that goes into forming the plasma versus 

heating the plasma will directly affect the duration of the plasma emission.80 The ablation 

threshold requires more photons to be absorbed by the solid material at low fluences due to the 

inefficiency in ionization. In the higher fluence case, the ionization process is more efficient and 

the rest of the laser pulse energy can further heat and excite the species present already in the 

plasma state. It has been shown that the fluence of the beam is directly responsible for various 

chemical phenomena taking place.82 

Two consequences of fluence dependence on the ablation process are shown in Figure 

1.7. When the laser pulse is highly focused (high fluence) the photon density is greater. 

Therefore the time of the laser pulse, the fraction of photons necessary to ionize the plasma is 

small and the rest of the photons in the laser pulse can go to heating the plasma. When the laser 

pulse is less focused (low fluence) the photon density is lower, resulting in more photons being 

used to create the plasma and less contributing to heating. The fluence dependence therefore also 
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directly affects the volume of material ablation. A tightly focused beam will have a smaller 

diameter spot size on the material and a higher fluence. With higher fluence therefore, a smaller 

fraction of light will be used for the removal and more for heating, but the depth at which the 

beam will penetrate the material will be greater. A widely focused beam will therefore be spread 

out farther on the surface, not penetrate as deep, but have a wider diameter. The spot size, pit 

area, and volume of material removed are directly related to the fluence. A non-linear 

relationship in fluence dependence on ablation represents a multi-photon adsorption process. 

When the increase in area is not linear, the 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟2 dependence on the ablation process means 

that ablation depth will be lost faster than any gain in ablation width. The deeper penetration 

depth of the pulse does not mean that it is proportional to the volume removed.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.7. The influence of laser fluence dictates the surface area and volume of the laser 
ablation process, and the amount of the laser pulse that goes into ionization and plasma 

formation versus continued plasma heating 
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1.4 Lasers as an analytical technique 

1.4.1 The emission spectrum 

Optical emission spectroscopy (OES)83 is an analytical technique that is often paired with 

laser induced plasma events which is frequently referred to as laser induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS).84-88 The ionization of the solid sample, as previously described, creates a 

plasma. This plasma strongly emits a large amount of electromagnetic radiation through the 

ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS), and infrared (IR) regions. An emission spectra can contain a lot 

of valuable information about the emitting species in the form of spectral lines72, or continuum 

emission.89-91 Sharp spectral lines,92 give information about specific transitions, broadband 

continuum emission can give information about temperature,93 and ratios94 of features in the 

spectrum can give insight into electron densities. 

 1.4.2 Spectroscopy instrumentation 

 The emitted photon from an excited species spans the electromagnetic spectrum in the 

form of short to long wavelengths, high to low energy. The information of interest must therefore 

be measured by use of a detector suited to look at that specific region. Different types of 

radiation require different methods of detection. For the laser induced plasma events, a good 

degree of the chemical information is contained from the UV to IR regions, including the VIS. 

Therefore the methods of detection contained herein will focus on working with visible light in 

the 300-800 nm region. 

 The emission from laser induced plasmas is made up of all wavelengths, when light of 

different wavelengths encounters different materials it will bend and refract to different degrees 

depending on the specific wavelength of light and the refractive index of the diffraction grating. 

Spectroscopic instrumentation takes advantage of these properties of light by use of various 
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optics and lenses that diffract the light to different angles, thus separating it by wavelength into 

physically different positions in space. A schematic of the spectrometer is shown in Figure 1.8. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Schematic design of diffraction based spectrometer, where detector can be a camera 
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 1.4.3 Collection optics 

Various optics are often employed in efficiently coupling the electromagnetic radiation 

into the spectrometer. Typically various collection lenses and fiber optic cables (Figures 1.9 and 

1.10) are employed to increase the efficiency of collection. Coupling light into the fiber is just as 

important because the efficiency of the spectrometer is dependent upon the amount of light 

collected. To collect the light, a ball lens is often employed to effectively capture light over a 

wider angular range than the fiber. The exit of the light from the ball lens is focused precisely 

behind it. A fiber optic cable is often employed to carry the light from the ball lens to the 

entrance of the spectrometer. This effectively acts as a “light pipe” carrying the light from one 

end to the other. The multimode nature of the fiber, due to interior diameters and coating 

thicknesses allows the light to travel from one end to another in the same polychromatic fashion.  
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Figure 1.9. Ball lens increases the angle of acceptance of the fiber optic cable 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 1.10. The fiber optic cable allows the light to travel efficiently from one point to another 
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1.4.4 Spectrum analysis 

After the light has been collected in the detector, analysis of the resulting spectrum must 

take place. The radiation can have many different distributions of light depending on the 

chemical makeup of the sample. To describe the electromagnetic radiation observed, Planks law 

is often employed to calculate the blackbody radiation based upon the spectral radiance 

observed.94,90 

𝐼(𝜐,𝑇) = 2ℎ𝜐3

𝑐2
1

𝑒
ℎ𝜐

𝑘𝐵𝑇� −1
 (1.2) 

 

The composition of the plasma95 can be characterized in terms of electron density,93, 96 

temperature,92, 97 concentration of ionic species,98, 99 and atomic species that may be present.100, 

101 

 Each of the aforementioned characteristics of the plasma individually and in combination 

contributes to the chemical fingerprint of the sample and the laser pulse involved.102, 103 This 

allows laser ablation and the associated plasma to be used as a spectroscopic technique. LIBS, 

depicted in Figure1.11, can be used for material identification, atomic spectroscopy, and also as a 

test of the physical properties of the sample. Being an entirely optical technique, there is the 

advantage of not having any instrument in close proximity to the sample, as fiber optics can be 

employed to deliver the pulse and collect the emission spectrum.104 Although part of the material 

is ionized and removed, the ablated fraction is typically on the nano-gram scale so the sample 

tested can be small. But, the limits of detection and reproducibility are sample dependent.  
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Figure 1.11. Typical schematic of laser induced breakdown spectrometer 
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1.4.5 Lasers for use with explosive ignition 

 A laser can be used as a powerful analytical tool as previously described and also as a 

focused source of high energy.105 A high energy laser pulse can ionize the material directly to a 

plasma,106-108 and the resulting plasma species can be used as more than an analytical label to the 

material.88, 109 The energetic material laser interaction59, 110 can be used to study 

photodecomposition mechanisms,111, 112 reaction temperatures,113, 114  kinetics,115 and probe the 

material for ignition characteristics.108, 116-118  This plasma contains energetic species119, 120 that 

can directly be studied.112, 115 For example, the broad emission of light has been used as a 

continuum source in absorption experiments.121-125 Alternatively, the energetic species present in 

the plasma can be used as a source themselves for initiating energetic materials.  

 The use of laser ablation in explosives has been examined in a variety of cases. For many 

samples, irradiating the explosive directly with a laser beam does not induce ignition126 as they 

are not photoactive in the regions of specific laser wavelength. There are various methods of 

achieving optical initiation of explosives. Some explosives have dyes126, 127 added to them to 

enhance the absorption of light. Other explosives have nanoparticle additives128, 129 that then 

absorb laser light, and create explosive heating within the energetic material. There are also cases 

of selectively tuning the synthesis of materials or the laser pulse itself 64, 130 for the initiation of 

energetic materials.  

There are still barriers to overcome however to enhance the optical coupling of laser light 

to the materials. Instead of directly attempting to initiate the energetic material, a material that is 

more easily ignitable can be irradiated, and those products then used to ignite the EM. In ETC 

the significant chemical species responsible for ignition in EM, as modeled experimentally,46, 47 

was the H•. In ECR microwave plasmas this species is readily produced. The ionization of 
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polymers with a high concentration of hydrogen can also produce the same reactive species. 

Some polymers are easier to convert to high energy plasmas than others. Polymers have been 

used in the ETC igniters and can easily be converted to a plasma with a laser thus also producing 

the correct H• needed for initiation. 

If one wants to try and ignite an EM by means of a laser induced plasma adjacent to it as 

depicted in Figure 1.12, the type of laser pulse used then becomes important. Infrared (IR) lasers 

heat polymer materials. In contrast, ultraviolet lasers are powerful enough to directly ionize the 

material into a gaseous plasma state. Presumably, the selective irradiation with a UV pulse on the 

correct polymer will then produce a high enough concentration of H•. These reactive species, in 

combination with the high temperatures associated with the ionization process, and the high 

pressures generated by the gas expansion, will induce ignition. This process then serves as a 

replacement for ETC ignition.54, 131, 132 

 

 

Figure 1.12. Proposed laser induced plasma ignition design 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental Design 

 

2.1 Wafer translation 

 Movement of all samples and variation of the distance between the lens and sample was 

accomplished through the use of a three axis computer – controlled positioning system on a 

4’x4’ optical breadboard table. The Parker-Dadaell motors and rails (Parker, 404-XR) were 

controlled with a Galil DMC-1800 motion controller. The resolution was 12 µm on the x and y 

axis (80 cm travel distance) and 8 µm on the z (30 cm travel distance), both with a 3 µm 

repeatability. The computer interface with the positioning system was handled through the Galil 

DMC “Smart Terminal” software1 which allowed integration of the motion within custom 

written experimental program routines (Appendix 1) so that movement could be coordinated 

with data collection. The lens to sample distance in a laser set up is an important adjustment for 

the fluence of the pulse. The 120 mm focal length lens was posited on the x axis and was thus 

able to be controlled very precisely. For experiments where the fluence was adjusted, the 

programming allowed the x axis to be changed per experimental parameters. The 2” (50.8 mm) 

wafers were held in place by a custom made wafer holder seen in Figure 2.1 that was mounted 

on the YZ axis and placed at the end of the X axis. 
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Figure 2.1. Sample holder without sample (left) and with 2” RDX wafer (right) 
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2.2 Experimental programming 

 The interface of the driving electronics origination trigger pulse, the laser, the motion 

control hardware, the CCD camera, and the oscilloscope all had proprietary software packages 

with unique programming language. To overcome this barrier, a third party software package, 

AutoIt2 was used to communicate to all software in the Windows XP architecture. AutoIt 

programming scripts were written (Appendix 1) that would control the laser, fire the origination 

pulse, retrieve and save the resulting CCD image of the Image intensified (II) spectra, download 

the resulting photodiode trace from oscilloscope #2 and save it, communicate with the motion 

control to move the sample, and repeat the experiment.  

Programming scripts were written in the native DMC motion control program for sample 

movement across the wafer to ensure precise placement of the 70 shots, to move the wafer 

systematically through spraying techniques, and for movement across the x-axis for fluence 

measurements. The movement could be accomplished in an automated manner by the use of 

internal scripts alone, through an external trigger interface with internal scripts, or through the 

use of the AutoIt software to enter specified motion routines. 

2.3 Sample preparation 

 2.3.1 Drop cast films 

For samples where a uniform thickness was not overly important, but simply a thick, 

~100 µm or greater film was necessary the films were prepared from a concentrated solution and 

drop cast. Sucrose and ammonium nitrate were prepared in this manner. Polymer samples that 

were purchased as solid thin films were cut to fit the sample holder designed for a 2” wafer. 

Therefore the preparation time was minimal. The drop cast solutions were deposited on a 2” 

borosilicate or sapphire wafer and allowed to dry overnight.  
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2.3.2 Spray deposition 

 Using the nebulizing spray technique previously designed,3 this expanded upon technique 

depicted in Figure 2.2 was used to spray films over large areas with uniform thickness. 

Typically, using a syringe pump (New Era, NE-1000) with a 10 mL gas-tight syringe (Hamilton 

81620), a solution of 5 mg/mL solution of RDX in acetonitrile was pumped through a 32 GA SS-

302 capillary. Surrounding the capillary was a flow of nitrogen that served as the carrier gas. The 

solution was slowly pumped through the capillary to create small droplets of the solution at the 

tip of the capillary. The carrier gas dried this solution to a solid as it flowed from the capillary to 

the wafer. The distance from the capillary tip to the surface of the wafer and the carrier gas flow 

rate determined the size of the RDX crystals and the porosity of the thin film.4 A 41.28 mm 

distance and flow rate of at 20 psi (138 kPa) was used for all experiments in this work as 

determined by precise positioning on the z-axis to ensure uniform films. The wafer was spun 

below the capillary at a constant rate of 220 rpm on a motorized chuck. The geometry of the 

nebulizing spray deposition is shown in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2. Experimental set up of nebulized sprayer on x-y axis to spray large surface area thin 
films. 
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 An automation program was written to spray the 2” wafer uniformly. The y axis was 

translated across the wafer from center to edge in 100 µm increments which was determined to 

be a small enough step to create a uniform film. Given the typical volume of 10 mL and the rate 

of 10 mL/h, the typical total spray time was 10 h. The substrate was a 2” wafer that was used for 

all experiments. The circumference of the wafer at each 100 µm increment from center to edge 

was calculated, summed, and divided by the total spray time (3600 s).  

𝑡
𝑐

= 3600𝑠
∑ (2𝜋𝑟)0𝑚𝑚
25.4𝑚𝑚

= 1.77𝑚𝑠
𝑚𝑚

  (2.1) 

The calculated t/c constant of 1.77 ms/mm, was then multiplied by the total circumference at 

each 100µm point across the wafer to give a total time for the capillary to spend at each point. As 

the sprayer was moved from center to edge then, it would stay positioned for longer time periods 

to account for the increase in circumference with radius. The thickness of the films was only 

limited by the volume of solution sprayed. Films of RDX as thin at 5 µm and as thick at 50 µm 

have been prepared using this method. 

 2.3.3 Spin coating 

 Some experiments were carried out with polycarbonate covered RDX wafers. The 

preparation of the RDX was standard in this case and a polycarbonate overlayer was deposited 

on the already prepared wafer. To a 20 mL solution of dichloromethane (DCM), 600 mg of PC 

thin film (the same PC film used on its own) was dissolved. Approximately 2 mL of that 

PC/DCM solution was deposited at the center of the RDX coated wafer and was spun (Laurell 

WS-400) with a program of 500 rpm for five seconds and 1500 rpm for forty-five seconds to 

achieve a resulting thickness of 0.6 µm. 
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2.4 RDX analysis 

 To determine the thickness of spraying conditions, thin films were analyzed with a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) and optical microscopic imaging. When using the SEM, an 

RDX wafer under standard spraying conditions was fractured in half. The interior portion of the 

halved wafer was positioned perpendicular to the positioning camera in the SEM. As seen in 

Figure 2.3, the borosilicate glass wafer can be seen on the bottom of the image. On top of that is 

the deposited RDX film outlined in red. This precise camera allowed the RDX film to be  

measured as 13.5 µm. Optical microscopy images of RDX films on borosilicate glass wafers are 

seen in Figure 2.4. The white in the images is empty space and the RDX crystallites are black. 

As indicated, the capillary to sample distance affected the porosity of the deposited film.  

 

Figure 2.3. Under standard spraying conditions a 5mg/mL solution of RDX in acetonitrile 
produced a resulting thin film of 13.5 µm (Scale bar = 100 µm) 
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Optical microscopy was carried out on the CRAIC Microspectrophotometer (Craic 

Technologies, 20/20 PV™) also allowed the porosity of thin films to be examined. Example 

microscope images of the change in porosity with capillary to sample distance are shown in 

Figure 2.4. The top left image was obtained under standard conditions.  

 

 

Figure 2.4. Microscope images (large image) indicating a change in porosity with capillary to 
sample distance and carrier gas flow rate where the RDX (black) and empty space (white) 

change with conditions. Top left inset image is a 20 mm x 20 mm photograph of resulting film  
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2.5 Laser pulse control 

 The laser used for all experiments was a Continuum Inlite III-10 laser system, interfaced 

through serial input at the computer and the Inlite software.5 The Nd:YAG was operated at 266 

nm with a 6.5 ns pulse and it delivered 50 mJ of energy. The laser could be operated in a 10 Hz 

repetition rate with 1 to 10 divisions (with a division of 10 it becomes 1 Hz), or in a single shot 

mode through an external triggering input. The q-switch was always set internally to fire at a 175 

µs delay from the flash lamps. The voltage to the flash lamps had to be routinely monitored and 

occasionally adjusted to ensure that the power was sufficient. The flashlamp voltage was 

adjusted until 50 mJ was output from the laser which was run at 10Hz and not focused through a 

lens. The resulting power over time was measured on a Laser Bee power meter which recorded 

the power over time via USB and the LaserBee software and is shown in Figure 2.5.6 The 

voltage was set when the power achieved a steady-state over 600 mW. 
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Figure 2.5. Laser power meter measurements showing dependence on flash lamp voltage 
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2.6 Fast-switching spectrometer 

A diffraction grating based spectrometer, which collects and outputs a wide region of the 

optical spectrum, has been coupled with a fast electronic shutter to collect spectra of laser 

induced plasma events. This allowed the continuous emission of the spectrum to be gated on a 

defined time scale so that optical information can be obtained throughout an emission event. The 

fast electronic shutter (Varo 510-9323-301), the image intensifier (II), is gated in time to allow 

only light in a specific period of time to be collected by a CCD camera (Sony, XCD-SX900) 

interfaced with the computer through firewire and Sony IIDC software.7 Custom programming in 

AutoIt2, allows the entire process to be collected automatically by firing the laser, collecting the 

spectrum, moving the sample, and repeating. 

Light from laser induced plasmas was delivered to the spectrometer by collection of the 

emission by a ball lens (Edmund Optics, 32-748), focused onto the end of a Ø1000 µm, 0.48 NA, 

1 m long fiber (ThorLabs, M71L01). The fiber is then positioned by an XY translator in front of 

the entrance slit (108 μm) of the spectrometer. The diffraction based grating (PG&G 4160) was 

set to a grating of 150 grooves per millimeter with a blaze of 450 nm, to allow a ~400-1000 nm 

range of emission to be continuously output through the exit slit.  

To gate the detector, the voltage needs to be switched from 300V to 0V in a time period 

equivalent to that of the desired input signal. The fast optical shutter has a working spectral range 

of 300-800 nm, though not a uniform transmission. The resulting dispersed light is imaged onto 

the front metallic cathode window of the  image intensifier8,9 as shown in Figure 2.6. The image 

intensifier utilizes the photoelectric effect. The photons passing through the quartz window strike 

the metal cathode ejecting a photoelectron. The cathode voltage is controlled at 0/300 V to gate 

the photoelectrons from entering the front of the microchannel plate (MCP) where the voltage is 
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set to 200 V. When there is a period of time that the photocathode voltage is at 0 V, the 

photoelectrons are accelerated to the more positive MCP where they are multiplied. The gain is 

set on the backside of the MCP where the potential is set from 200 – 1000 V to adjust the 

amplitude of signal. The then multiplied charges (1 incident electron generates ~10,000 

electrons) are then further accelerated to the phosphor screen anode at 6000 V. The location of 

where the photons hit the cathode are representative of the wavelength of light, those 

photoelectrons then strike the phosphor screen emitting a glow at that same position.  

The gating electronics and circuit (Figure 2.7), based on a half-bridge driver10 controls 

the voltage to the cathode on the image intensifier to gate it on a ~10-6 s time scale. 

Using a square wave input to IR2111 with a width equal to the desired output, the “Cathode” 

output of the circuit will switch from 300 V to 0 V and back to 300 V on the time scale of the 

input pulse. This switching of the voltage for the cathode by this circuit allows the gating of the 

image intensifier shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7 and verified on the oscilloscope trace in Figure 

2.8.  
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Figure 2.6. Image Intensifier used as fast gated detector 
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Figure 2.7. Circuit responsible for the control of the image intensifier, the input square wave 

drives the function of the cathode through the use of the half-bridge circuit 
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The resulting light from the phosphor screen, on the output of the II, is imaged onto a SONY 

XCD900 CCD camera that is triggered in sequence with the gated detector. The computer saves 

the resulting image of the spectrum. 

2.7 Instrument calibration 

A 1µs exposure time as measured on an oscilloscope is shown to switch “off” and “on” in 

1 µs. The “off” state being 0 V in which this is the associated time in which the detector is “on”. 

There is an inherent 900 ns in the IRF830 n-Channel MOSFET. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8. Oscilloscope trace of 300V/0V output as measured on the cathode of the II 
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In order to verify the circuit design and the operation of the image intensifier, the characteristic 

turn on response was verified. A 1 µs probe laser pulse was walked through the trigger pulse for 

the image intensifier in 100 ns incremental steps. The turn on and turn off response was verified 

by a high speed photodiode (Vishay TEMD6200) measuring the light emerging from the 

phosphor screen of the II and the results are shown in Figure 2.9. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Image intensifier turn on / off response 
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The increase in signal is due to the additive 100 ns of light being incident upon the detector. In 

the first point, the pulse length is 100 ns, by the tenth point, all 1 μs of light have been imaged by 

the detector. The turn on response is linear as shown in Figure 2.10 and the non-linearity of the 

turn off response can be attributed to the residual phosphor glow of the screen.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10. Linear turn on response of the II detector verified by walking a 1μs laser pulse 
through the gate of the detector in 100ns steps 
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The CCD camera imaged the II which detected the light at each pixel. Calibrations were 

performed with gas discharge lamps to generate a pixel to wavelength to calibration curve from 

the relative pixel positions of the known atomic lines of the lamps. Individually, calibration 

standard gas discharge lamps of hydrogen, helium, and krypton were placed in front of the ball 

lens and the resulting spectrum was recorded for each as shown in Figure 2.11. The spectral lines 

for each gas are published and well known.11, 12 The wavelengths of those peaks were then 

representative of a pixel location on the resulting light from the II that was imaged by the CCD 

camera. A calibration curve was established based upon these experiments and is shown in 

Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.11. Calibration lamps as seen by spectrometer and the corresponding pixel position as 
imaged by the camera 
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Figure 2.12. Wavelength calibration curve converting pixel position to wavelength as dictated 
by lamp emission lines with resolution of 0.5nm/pixel 
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Intensity calibrations were performed by creating a correction to a known emissivity source 

obtained from Spectrecology.13 The relative intensity of the calibration lamp as measured on the 

instrument in comparison to its known values is shown in Figure 2.13 along with the associated 

correction.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.13. Calibration lamp as measured on spectrometer (blue), calibration lamp known 
values (red), and the correction factor applied to raw data (green) 
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2.8 Photodiode plasma lifetime experiments 

 The lifetime of the laser ablation events of the aforementioned samples was measured 

with an ultrafast photodiode (Vishay TEMD6200). The photodiode has a response restricted to 

two regions, one within 400-700 nm and the second involving 800-1100 nm. The lifetime of the 

plasma was determined by measuring the visible emission. To ensure that the IR was not making 

an additional contribution to the signal, heat absorbing glass (Edmund Optics 49-092) was placed 

over the sensor on the photodiode to remove all radiation at wavelengths greater than 800 nm. 

The photodiode was connected to a 9 V battery in series with a 3300 Ω resistor the limit the 

current. The voltage on the photodiode was recorded with an oscilloscope (Tektronix 

TDS1001B) that was triggered off of the q-switch to record the visible emission.  

2.9 Plasma emission spectra collection  

 The complete experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.14. The laser is set at 90 degrees 

from the sample surface as to prevent any plasma radiation from reflecting back into the laser 

cavity. The beam is then turned 90 degrees towards the sample by the 266 nm specific mirror 

(Melles Griot Y4-2037-0) positioned in front of the laser head at a 45 degree angle. The laser 

light then passes through the 120 mm focal length lens located on the x translator as described 

above, and onto the sample surface along the x axis. The y and z axis of the translator control the 

sample movement left to right and up and down, respectively.  

The photodiode and the ball lens coupled fiber optic cable are positioned at a 45 degree 

angle from the sample surface on the left and right side of the beam, respectively. The ball lens 

increases the angle of acceptance of the fiber optic cable. A separate, manual x-y translator is 

situated on the front of the diffraction grating set up allowing for precise focus of the light onto 

the entrance slit. The diffraction grating was adjusted to allow for roughly a 400-1000 nm 
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working range of light to be collected. The image intensifier is positioned at the focal point of the 

exit slit on the diffraction passing through to the camera. The CCD camera then collected light 

exiting the image intensifier and through the firewire connection and Sony IIDC software, 

resulting images were transferred to the computer. The photodiode traces were collected by 

oscilloscope #2 and transferred to the computer. 
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Figure 2.14. Experimental set up showing instrument orientation, driving electronics, and timing 
control 
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 The heart of the experimental set up is the driving electronics and the timing scheme. The 

short lifetime of the plasma dictates a need for precision in data collection as related to the laser 

pulse. All signals were collected on oscilloscope #1 (Tektronix TDS540) to ensure necessary 

time resolution for collection. The timing scheme is shown in Figure 2.15.  The origination pulse 

from the Sericon14 computer program initiates the experimental routine (appendix 1). The 

computer pulse triggers function generator #1 (Wavetek 186) to fire the flash lamps on the laser 

and 175µs later, the q-switch opens, letting the pulse escape the laser cavity based upon an 

internal laser delay. The q-switch triggers oscilloscope #2 (Tektronix 10001B) to record the 

photodiode trace and collect the visible light emission over time. The q-switch also triggers a 

delay on function generator #2 (Wavetek 95) which can be adjusted to allow for the rest of data 

collection to take place over any time period. The delay sends a trigger signal to function 

generators 3 (Wavetek 145) and 4 (Wavetek 166) which trigger the CCD camera to start 

collection and the II to be gated, respectively. The trigger for the CCD camera is also used to 

send a trigger signal from function generator #5 (Wavetek 186) to the motion control system in 

charge of displacing the sample after the data collection is over. This routine may be repeated as 

many times as required.   

 Spectroscopic data collection could be carried out manually or through an automated 

programmed routine. A typical wafer provided data from 70 ablation experiments. Spectra were 

typically collected in 1, 5, 10, or 20 μs windows. For example, with 20µs windows, a total time 

range of 0 to 280μs after the laser pulse could be collected. A few sets of spectra were also 

collected with a 1μs collection window overlapping the laser pulse to see how they differed from 

later spectra. Multiple experiments were always collected at each delay and exposure to average 

either 5, 7, or 10 experiments. The gate on the image intensifier was moved accordingly in time 
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relative to the q-switch as shown in Figure 2.15. The background spectra collection was 

accomplished by the CCD saving an image of the II during the laser induced plasma event, but 

with the II always in an “off” state. The resulting wavelength dispersed light was not imaged on 

the image intensifier so the only light the CCD image recorded as a background was ambient 

light. Each sample had its own background obtained as the resulting scattered light and intensity 

was different.  All spectra were saved as *.bmp images after firewire transfer through the Sony 

IIDC software.  
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Figure 2.15. Timing scheme of driving electronics for data collection 
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2.10 Data processing 

After a set of given experiments there would be hundreds of *.bmp or *.csv files of 

spectra or photodiode traces waiting to be processed. Batches of images were processed by 

ImageJ15 using AutoIt commands (appendix 1) to convert the images from 8-bit to 32-bit, select 

a region of interest (constant throughout experiments) and obtain gray values (intensities) for 

each X-axis pixel. Resulting intensities and pixel values were transferred to Excel16 where they 

were combined and calculated to provide intensity and wavelength values for each collected 

spectra. Background data processed in the same manner was subtracted from raw data to provide 

resulting background corrected data for further analysis. The oscilloscope traces were imported 

into Excel through a VBA script that batch processed them to a single spreadsheet for analysis. 

Plots were made in Excel and Origin.17  
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Chapter 3 

Spectroscopic study of UV laser induced plasma decay 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 3.1.1 Laser induced plasma formation 

 The ultraviolet (UV) laser pulse and the resulting photoionization are dependent 

upon laser wavelength,1-3 background gas,4, 5 pressure,6, 7 laser fluence,8 and sample material.9 

The UV laser induced plasma (LIP) process takes place through a multi-photon absorption 

mechanism due to the high energy of the photon in the laser pulse. The first photon in the 

process excites an electron in an atomic bond to a virtual state. With the second photon, the 

electron can be promoted to the continuum, which starts the ionization process. When this occurs 

with multiple photons, bonds will be broken, material will be removed, and a plasma will be 

formed. The threshold for the ablation in the UV process depends on the fluence of photons 

incident upon the material. In order for the ionization to be sustained, the second photon to 

promote the excited electron lying in a virtual state to a continuum must be present before the 

relaxation process occurs. High laser fluences,10 the absorptive qualities of the laser pulse, and 

gases capable of sustaining a plasma are all considerations that must be made when creating LIPs 

for spectroscopic studies. This is of interest for various spectroscopic techniques involving laser 

induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS),11, 12 machining applications,13, 14 medical uses,15, 16 and 

in military applications for standoff explosives detection,17, 18 or plasma propellant initiation 

applications.19-22  

 After the laser pulse has started the ablation process, this fast change to gaseous 

molecules creates a pressure gradient near the surface inducing a shock wave.23 This wave 
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propagates along the beam path at speeds of kilometers per second. Within this nanosecond time 

regime, the laser pulse is still incident on the sample surface further ionizing the gaseous ablation 

products into an optically dense plasma. The time scale on which this occurs is so fast that these 

changes cannot be temporally resolved, but is depicted schematically in Figure 3.1. The 

conversion observed is directly from a solid to plasma state. This plasma thus rapidly accelerates 

away from the surface adding to the force and momentum of the laser induced shock wave that 

originates from the large increase in pressure.  

 

Figure 3.1. Schematic of plasma plume expansion. Left to right: incident laser pulse heating and 
vaporizing material; gaseous expansion with shock wave formation as plasma starts expanding; 

further expanding shock wave and heating plasma; shock wave moves through air to its 
maximum and plasma has started to expand and begin the cooling process 

 

 For fluences above a threshold, there is a finite amount of the laser energy that will be 

used for the formation of an optically dense plasma. Once one has been formed within the first 

few nanoseconds, the remainder of the pulse energy will be absorbed by the plasma itself in a 

direct absorption. Therefore laser energy above threshold will go into heating the plasma. The 
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pulse continues to heat as the plasma expands, but not nearly as fast. The excited electrons and 

ionic species in the plasma begin to cool radiatively24 and through recombination mechanisms. 25 

The cooling due to expansion ends at the point of maximum expansion, but recombination 

processes continue as long as the plasma exists.  

 3.1.2 Plasma decay process  

The plasma gas phase transition26-28 is of interest to understand the dynamics that are 

occurring during the decay process and the resulting chemical species29 that are the effect of the 

LIP process. The gaseous products may be various recombination products from the plasma 

species or hot accelerated particles from the sample surface that were ejected from the shock 

waves or sublimed from the radiation of the hot body above it.30, 31 Study of these phenomena 

can motivate further understanding into the laser induced plasma processes, and the interactions 

of plasmas with solid materials.  

3.2 Experimental 

 3.2.1 Sample preparation 

Polyethylene (PE) and polycarbonate (PC) 25.4 µm films from McMaster-Carr were used 

as is and after removing protective film on PC. Sucrose and ammonium nitrate (AN) films were 

prepared by drop casting concentrated aqueous solutions of each in water onto a 2” borosilicate 

wafer and allowing the solvent to evaporate overnight to form a thin film of recrystallized solid 

on the borosilicate glass surface. 

3.2.2 Spectroscopy 

 All laser ablations were carried out with a Continuum Inlite III-10 Nd:YAG laser system, 

operating at 266 nm, with a pulse length of 6.5 ns and 50 mJ of energy. Three dimensional 

sample movement was accomplished using a custom Parker-Dadaell 3-axis position system. This 
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included the x-axis used to move the 120 mm lens to different to sample distances (LSDs). In all 

experiments the LSD was kept constant at 90 mm yielding a 1.25 mm spot diameter. The y and z 

axes were used to move the sample to allow for each laser shot to impinge upon fresh material.  

 Light emission was initially captured by a ball lens (Edmund Optics32-748) placed at a 

45° angle to the sample surface. The ball lens transferred the light into a fiber optic cable 

(ThorLabs M71L01) cable. The other end of the fiber optic cable was in front of the 100 µm 

entrance slit of the custom built optical emission spectrometer system. A diffraction grating 

dispersed the light by wavelength at a plane at the exit of the system where an image intensifier 

was placed. The custom driving electronics described in detail elsewhere (Chapter 2) allowed the 

resulting spectra to be gated in time. A TTL pulse was input with a width equal to the desired 

collection time. The driving electronics drop the voltage of the microchannel plate below that of 

the cathodic window for the specified period of time. Typical collection employed a 20 µs time 

integrated window that was moved from the beginning of the laser pulse to up to 200 µs after. 

Five spectra were collected at each delay. 

 Resulting light emitted from the image intensified detector was captured by the CCD 

camera and saved to the computer. The entire experimental sequence was controlled by a custom 

written program that resulted in the laser being fired onto the sample, the spectrum collected and 

saved, and then the sample wafer moved to expose new fresh material to the next laser pulse.  

 3.2.3 Photographic imaging of plasma plumes  

Photographic images of the plasma plume were collected. With the laser run at a 10 Hz 

repetition rate, video was collected until the laser broke through the film. Still frames of the 

video were selected at key points to show the initial formation, expansion, decay, and cooling. 
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3.3 Results & Discussion 

 3.3.1 Spectra analysis 

 Resulting spectra over the course of the first 240 µs are shown below in Figures 3.3 – 3.6 

where each spectra is representative of an average of five laser shots at the specified delay after 

the laser pulse. All spectra are spatially and temporally averaged over the 20 µs collection 

window through the ball lens. In all cases, the initial 20 µs has the largest amount of radiation 

present. This is indicative of the highest electron densities and highest temperatures. In general, 

there is a relative decay in intensity with time in the four spectra of polycarbonate, ammonium 

nitrate, polyethylene, and sucrose. The decrease in overall intensity with time is most likely due 

to the volume of the plasma decreasing with time. At the point of maximum expansion, the 

plasma intensity is greatest due to the size of the radiating body being at its largest point. The 

intensity of the plasma then decreases with volume as the plasma decays when material is 

removed as described by Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2. Process of laser ablation material removal showing laser plasma heating, plasma 
plume expansion and material removal through ionization 
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3.3.2 Polycarbonate spectra 

In Figure 3.3, polycarbonate is the only material that shows any significant ionic species 

present. The C2 swan bands12, 32, 33 can be seen at 437, 470, 510, 554, and 610 nm. At 767 nm, 

signal of a carbon ion34 is present. The swan bands persist for approximately 60µs and are sitting 

on top of a background continuum radiation. The first 20 µs shows the greatest signal of these 

peaks and also the presence of absorption of the peaks as seen by the derivative shape tangential 

to the peak. The plasma being a hot radiating body is emitting energetic carbon species, but they 

are also recombining and reabsorb into the plasma simultaneously. This is due to the ablated 

carbon species being in such a high concentration in the plasma that they are also reabsorbing the 

emission of the species at these wavelengths. The emission from the other samples shows no 

evidence of C2 swan bands at this fluence; this suggests that there is not a significant enough 

amount of energy capable of producing the molecular and ionic species. Thus, PC has a lower 

threshold to ablation than the other carbon – containing materials; a lower electronic barrier for 

the excitation of the electrons into a continuum.  
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Figure 3.3. Polycarbonate spectra over time 
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3.3.3 Ammonium nitrate spectra 

 The spectra of ammonium nitrate are shown in Figure 3.4 to be of similar intensity to 

polycarbonate. The broadband continuum persists in observable levels for the duration of the 

experiment. It has a broad presence across 400-700 nm. The long wavelength edge falls off in 

time to leave a broad peak. The spectra grow and shrink in intensity over this time period which 

could be explained by dynamic plasma volume. The plume is changing spatially over time. 

Additionally, the lack of spectral lines suggests that the electron density was so great that the 

recombination dominates and only emits a continuum. This could be indicative of the 

recombination processes occurring on faster time scale than any observed atomic or ionic 

species. 

 

Figure 3.4. Ammonium nitrate spectra over time 
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 3.3.4 Polyethylene spectra 

 In Figure 3.5, the polyethylene spectra is shown to have only a significant emission for 

the first 20 µs. Unlike PC and AN, there is no broadband emission for the remaining 220 µs of 

the experiment. The broadband emission that is observed is very sharp in nature with a steep 

slope that decays significantly before 600 nm, and a secondary structure that is present from 600 

– 750 nm. This could be a presence of a secondary emission feature dissimilar to the feature that 

is driving the emission at shorter wavelengths. The lack of spectral lines again suggests a high 

electron density that is causing the recombination processes to dominate not allowing individual 

species to emit. The most significant observation of PE in comparison to the other samples is the 

short lifetime of the observed emission. After the first 20 µs there is no further emission 

observed. This is most likely due to the ablation threshold of PE. With such a high threshold, the 

only significant plasma that is formed and capable of emitting radiation that is detected is that 

which is formed in its strongest point within the initial formation where the laser pulse is still 

present to heat it. The resulting plasma after this time frame has cooled and collapsed so quickly 

that it cannot be sustained.  
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Figure 3.5. Polyethylene spectra over time 
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3.3.5 Sucrose spectra 

 Sucrose, in Figure 3.6 shows emission characteristics similar to polyethylene. The 

sucrose spectra show a strong broadband continuum from 400 to 800 nm. There are however 

what appear to be two distinct portions, or a shoulder, around 650 nm present only in the first 20 

µs. This could be due to two distinct emission sources as the plasma is temporally resolved. The 

decay of the large continuum decreases significantly and appears to reach a steady state after 40 

µs. Again, the lack of any atomic or ionic lines suggests a high enough electron density to allow 

the recombination to be the significant emission source rather than any specific emitting species.  

 

 

 
Figure 3.6. Sucrose spectra over time 
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3.3.6 Continuum radiation 

The continuum radiation is present in all samples studied. The source of the radiation is a 

complex issue. In PC it persists for the longest time. The lifetime is observed in greatest duration 

for AN, PC, sucrose, and lastly PE. This trend then also can suggest an order of ease of ablation; 

or rather PC has the lowest threshold and PE the highest. The intensity and propensity of signal 

in the spectra is indicative of the ability of the laser pulse to convert that material to a plasma 

state.  

 

Figure 3.7. Still frames from video evidence of laser induced plasma as collected on 
polyethylene at a 10Hz laser firing rate 

 

 The images in Figure 3.7 are still frames of the video. As these were collected at a 45° 

angle to the sample surface, there is an angular dependence to the observed images that must be 

taken into account. The bright white region is where the laser pulse is incident upon the material 

and the plasma formation occurs. Dark spots are holes from previous experiments. The images 

were taken as still frames from the video at the approximate times indicated while the laser was 

continuously firing on the sample. The images from left to right show the initial plasma 

formation from the 3. As the laser pulse continues to heat the plasma at 5 laser pulses, it expands 

and reacts with ambient gases in the air. With continued laser radiation, there is further 

expansion as the material and the plasma are continually heated at the 10th laser pulse mark. 

Eventually, at around 15 pulses, there is a cooling as the plasma is not able to be sustained due to 

loss of material. At some point before the 20th pulse, there is a breakthrough of the film as 
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evident by the black dot indicating a hole has formed and no more plasma is evident. Of note is 

the variation in the shape and form of the plasma from 0.5 s to 1.5 s. 

 The source of the background continuum radiation is multi-faceted.35, 36 Even while the 

ionization of the material is still taking place, the laser pulse is heating the electrons, which are 

involved in constant collision processes with the material and ionic species. The emitted 

radiation could arise from any combination of blackbody radiation, with ionic, atomic, or 

molecular species emitting at their specific wavelengths, along with other re-combinative 

radiation. Attempts to fit the data to a simple blackbody were unsuccessful implying that the 

observed radiation is not simply of one kind, but results from a combined process.   
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3.3.7 Blackbody radiation model 

There is however evidence of blackbody radiation at later times at least in polycarbonate. 

Blackbody radiation is defined by Planck’s law in equation 3.1.  

𝐼(𝜐,𝑇) = 2ℎ𝜐3

𝑐2
1

𝑒
ℎ𝜐

𝑘𝐵𝑇� −1
  (3.1) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Blackbody fit of polycarbonate at 200 to 220µs 
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After correcting the measured spectra for the relative intensity at each wavelength based upon a 

standard light source,37 a least squares fit was made of Planck’s equation (3.1) to polycarbonate 

data at a 200 µs delay resulting in an estimated 2275 K hot body (Figure 3.8). This estimate is 

consistent with previous results,5, 38 for a relatively cool plasma. Unfortunately, these late-time 

polycarbonate spectra are the only collected data that fit to this model. For such fits, the 

assumption was made that the temperature was such that ℎ𝜈
𝑘𝐵𝑇

≫ 1. This assumption allowed a 

temperature to be approximated based upon the negative slope of the following equation.12, 13, 39, 

40 From Planck’s equation (3.1), where 𝐶1 = 2ℎ
𝑐2�  and 𝐶2 = ℎ

𝑘𝐵� , a natural log plot could be 

made. 

𝐶2𝜐 = −𝑇 ln � 𝐼
𝜐3
� − ln𝐶2 (3.2) 

In Figure 3.9, the natural log plot of the spectra yields a straight line in the wavelength 

regions where Planck’s law fits the data. This defines regions of the spectra, and times within the 

collected data for each sample, where blackbody radiation is present. The slope of this line then 

will give an approximation as to the temperature in accordance with equation 3.2. 
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Figure 3.9. Example plots of a linear fit to solved Planck’s equation for an early (0µs top) and a 
late (200µs bottom) time polycarbonate spectrum. The blackbody contribution of the temperature 

is thus given by the slope 
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3.3.8 Plasma density 

From the data collected, only the plasma density can only be estimated. The lack of any 

significant atomic lines41, 42 limits the amount of analysis that can be done to calculate electron 

densities on this time scale. There is a very short lifetime of emission lines in any of the samples 

studied aside from polycarbonate, which exhibits also the brightest and longest lived emission. 

The short lifetime of the C2 swan bands in PC, and the lack thereof in other samples, can be 

evidence of recombination that is occurring and is then limiting the lifetime of such species. Free 

electrons in the plasma must be in such a high concentration that they are readily interacting with 

the ionic species on a very short time scale, not allowing the ionic or atomic species to persist for 

any significant time, and thus not showing signals in the emission spectrum. This then suggests 

that the continuum is present due to the large degree of free electrons. 

The lack of ionic and atomic spectral lines suggests that the electron density is high. 

Previous work has shown rough estimates, of electron densities based upon radiative 

recombination 𝐴+ +  𝑒− → 𝐴 + ℎ𝜐 for ions, electrons, atoms, and photons respectively.43 The 

large reaction rate can be understood using:  𝑑𝑛𝑒
𝑑𝑡

= 𝛼𝑛𝑒𝑛+ where the recombination constant α is 

on the order of 10-12 for ionic species. Since there is a lack of atomic and ionic emission lines, it 

can be assumed that there is not a significant net charge to the plasma at this measured point. In 

previous work, the plasma lifetimes were estimated to be about 100 ns, giving an electron 

density of ~1019 cm-3.44 Here, the plasma lifetime is 100-200 µs which would yield an electron 

density of ~1016 cm-3. The experimental set up for the spectroscopy measurements spatially 

averages the plasma over the sample collected. This neglects any inhomogeneity that may be 

present and assumes that the entire collected spectra are then representative of the plasma body. 

This assumption is most likely not to be correct because on the microsecond time scale, where 
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the plasma is decaying, these processes will not have any time to reach an equilibrium or 

stabilize in a homogenous form. By temporally averaging the spectra over the 20 µs time regime, 

any inhomogeneity to the plasma body is then lost in the spectral measurement.  

3.3.9 Decay in plasma shape 

The plasma as observed is a hot radiating body of energy. In the presence of air, it can 

only be sustained for a period of time before decay and cooling begins to take place as it loses 

energy to its surroundings. The plasma cools as it expands and the recombination processes 

occur. In a blackbody, there will be an exponential decay in temperature with time, and a shift of 

the maximum wavelength to longer, less energetic portions of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

Within each set of spectra in these experiments, for any given sample the shape of the curves 

does not shift in wavelength. Normalizing the data shows this effect across all time frames. It 

therefore must be assumed that some degree of steady state temperature has been reached. This 

suggests that there may be a phase transition occurring once the final state of the spectra has 

been reached.45, 46 After this point, the only variation in the spectra is the intensity. For a 

blackbody radiation source, the intensity varies with the surface area of the blackbody. The 

surface area will change, decreasing in intensity as the plume decreases in size, but still keeping 

its relative shape. The point at which the steady state shape arises is different for each material. 

For PC, AN, PE, and sucrose these are approximately 70, 60, 40, and 50 µs, respectively.  
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Figure 3.10. Normalized and time-resolved spectra of polycarbonate 

 
Figure 3.11. Normalized and time-resolved spectra of ammonium nitrate 
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Figure 3.12. Normalized and time-resolved spectra of polyethylene 

 
Figure 3.13. Normalized and time-resolved spectra of sucrose 
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 The spectra shown in Figures 3.10 to 3.13 are normalized to the maximum area of the 

curve for each sample. The decay of the plasma species to a point in time at which the transition 

from a plasma to a gas is evident. In all of these cases, a single shot from the laser pulse, which 

lasts only 6.5 ns, induced the plasma formation. The radiation from the plume has only enough 

energy to sustain itself before the species recombine and cool. Once the plasma has cooled to a 

significant degree, the visible radiation will undergo a change as shown in Figure 3.5. The 

maximum electron densities and temperatures are greatest in the time-integrated spectra of the 

first 20 µs. If the plasma were cooling radiatively, its temperature would be expected to decrease. 

This is not observed. Instead, the shape of the plasma reaches a steady-state, suggesting that a 

constant temperature is reached during the last ~150 µs. In this time range, the spectra decrease 

in intensity. The change in shape is indicative of a cooling to a gaseous state at constant 

temperature. This is the observed plasma to gas phase transition.  

3.4 Conclusion 

 Plasma plumes induced by a UV laser pulse were studied through optical emission 

spectroscopy over the first 240 µs. In most all materials studied, a broad continuum of radiation 

is observed. This radiation does not fit to a blackbody shape during the time that the plasma must 

presumably cool. The likely observation of the continuum radiation then is the decay of the 

plasma species into a gaseous state. There is no shift in the continuum radiation as would be 

expected in a cooling blackbody suggesting that radiative cooling processes are not observed. 

The observed emission spectra are therefore observations of laser induced plasmas undergoing a 

phase transition to a cooled gas. As the optically dense plasma radiatively cools and 

recombination continues, the inner hot plasma core decreases in volume. The steady-state is 

observed in the spectra because the skin of the optically dense plasma is what is observed 
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spectroscopically through the thick surrounding gas that it cools to. This process is depicted in 

Figure 3.14 below as the observed plasma to gas phase transition.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.14. Schematic of observed plasma to gas phase transition as plasma decreases in 
volume, the skin of the optically dense plasma gives rise to the steady-state in observed spectra 
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Chapter 4 

Observation of four distinct mechanisms of material removal from a 

molecular solid as the distance between the sample and the point of maximum 

UV laser focus is adjusted 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 4.1.1 Lasers as a scientific tool 

Lasers have been used as tools in science, manufacturing and medicine for over fifty 

years.1, 2 With sufficient energy, lasers have the ability to remove materials through a process 

known as ablation, where part of the sample is removed with little or no damage to surrounding 

material. When reshaping a cornea during eye surgery, the laser interaction is more selective and 

controlled than a scalpel, resulting in less residual damage and more rapid healing due to the 

ability to precisely focus a laser pulse.3 In manufacturing, lasers are able to remove or join 

micrometers of metals that traditional methods of cutting and welding cannot. Recent advances 

in 3D printing have allowed the fabrication of parts from computer designs by using a laser as a 

tool to harden polymers. With laser ablation being at the heart of such a diverse set of tools, 

understanding of the fundamentals of the processes is of critical importance to the optimization 

and refinement of these processes.  

Early mechanistic studies began with attempts to characterize laser induced sparks,4 

which is the ionization of air to a plasma through laser irradiance. The initial understanding of 

laser-solid interactions was as a form of very rapid local heating or UV absorption processes.5, 6 

Schlieren photography7 and shadowgraph imaging revealed the evolution of shockwaves and 

other gas dynamical features present in laser induced plasmas (LIPs). Interferometer 
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measurements were used to determine the electron densities and local temperatures.8 More 

recently, these spectroscopic diagnostic techniques have evolved into laser induced breakdown 

spectroscopy (LIBS), an analytical techniques capable of identifying the temporal evolution of 

the chemical species in a plasma.9, 10 Optical spectroscopy and fast-imaging techniques11-13 have 

been used to understand the temporal14 and spatial15 evolution of laser induced plasmas.16 As the 

mechanisms of plasma formation and ablation have further been studied, other factors of the 

process achieved greater interest.17 This includes plasma plume formation,18 expansion,19 and 

decay during laser ablation.20 Each of these plasma features are dependent upon background 

gas,21-23 and especially laser power and wavelength.24-27  One of the most important aspects 

relevant to the understanding of LIP and ablation mechanisms28 is the dependence on the 

exposed material. The different molecular structures result in unique plasma emission signatures 

as different atomic and ionic species are present with different energy, and thus various emission 

spectra. 

4.1.2 Laser interaction with materials 

From a fundamental standpoint, the interaction of a photon with a solid depends on the 

electronic structure of the material and the wavelength of the light incident upon it. Infrared (IR) 

photons are adsorbed directly into the vibrational modes of the material. The increased 

vibrational motion leads directly to an increase in temperature that induces a very rapid melting, 

vaporization, and eventually ionization. Hence, the infrared interaction is a photo-thermal 

process occurring in a very short time (ns or fs). Further, IR absorption then depends on the 

thermal properties of the material. If the wavelength of light is resonant with the material and 

fluence is high, very fast heating is achieved. Most materials have a relatively continuous IR 

spectrum. Ablation occurs as the very rapid heating eventually leads to vaporization. Continued 
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IR irradiation can then heat the vapor to ionization resulting in plasma formation. The IR 

absorption is a linear process occurring with a first order rate.  

In contrast, in the UV ablation process, the photons have more energy and are absorbed 

by electronic transitions. If the material and laser wavelength are resonant, the interaction can 

take place similar to an IR absorption process. In a metal there is a continuum of real states. In 

insulating and semi-conducting materials, the incident photons excite electrons into a virtual 

state. If a second photon is present before the electron decays back to the ground state, the 

electron may be promoted to the continuum. Removing an electron from the ground state will 

result in a disruption to the bonding in the molecule. When this ionization happens to two 

electrons, bond breaking occurs. If the bond breaking process occurs simultaneously at multiple 

sites, ablation occurs. Under UV irradiation of insulators or semiconductors, the excitation of the 

solid to a plasma is a multiphoton photoionization process and frequently not linear. Thus the 

laser induced plasma formation is capable of conversion of a solid directly to a plasma state, but 

only in the regions where laser fluence is intense enough to drive the multiphoton process, 

without disrupting neighboring material. Observations of the features formed by laser ablation 

can give insight into the mechanism of the event.  
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4.2 Experimental 

 4.2.1 Sample preparation  

Thermal laser paper (ZAP-IT®) was used as received from Kentek. All solid polymer 

films were purchased from McMaster Carr in 25.4 µm thickness and used as obtained except for 

the removal of protective coatings that were peeled off of the polycarbonate before use. Samples 

of RDX were prepared through a nebulizing spray technique described elsewhere.29 Briefly, 

using a syringe pump (New Era NE-1000), a 10 mL 5mg/mL solution of RDX in acetonitrile was 

pumped through a 32GA SS-304-RW capillary at a rate of 1 mL/h. Using nitrogen at 20 psi (138 

kPa) as a carrier gas, the resulting spray was deposited on a 2” borosilicate glass wafer 41.28 mm 

from the end of the capillary. During spray process, the wafer was spun at a constant rate of 220 

rpm below the incident spray. The sprayer was moved across the wafers surface from the center 

to the outer edge in increasingly longer time steps to yield a uniform coating. A 50 mJ, 6.5 ns, 

266 nm Nd:YAG laser pulse (Continuum Inlite III-10) was used in all experiments. The laser 

pulse is redirected by 90° by a mirror (Melles Griot Y4-2037-0) and down to the sample. A 120 

mm focal length lens (Edmund Optics), placed on a separate automated x-axis translator for 

precise positioning, was used to focus the laser light onto the sample surface at various lens to 

sample distances (LSD). Experiments were carried out at LSD of 60-150 mm in 10 mm 

increments. 
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Figure 4.1. Layout of wafer shots at each LSD 
 

 4.2.2 Sample translation 

To ensure that each laser shot was incident on fresh material, the sample was translated 

between laser pulses with an automated two-dimensional positioning system perpendicular to the 

direction of the beam and axis containing the lens. The locations of the laser shots for each LSD 

were uniformly distributed on the wafer as shown in Figure 4.1. The 5mm spacing was 

independently determined as  to not have the current ablation event overlap with the next in any 
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direction.30 This spacing on the wafer was such that 70 shots could be fired on each prepared 

sample allowing a repeatability of seven shots per LSD.  

4.2.3 Spectroscopy  

Spectroscopic observations of the resulting plume were collected by an optical emission 

spectrometer shown in Figure 4.2 and described previously in detail in Chapter 2. The emission 

is collected by the 10.0 mm ball lens (Edmund Optics 32-748) attached to a fiber (Thor Fiber 

M71L01) which is directed onto the entrance slit of the diffraction grating. The wavelength 

dispersed light emitted from the grating is incident upon the gated cathode of the image 

intensifier (Varo 510-9323-301) detector, gated by custom built fast-switching driving 

electronics. The amplified output of the image intensifier is captured by a CCD camera focused 

on it. As a result, the plasma plume radiation (emission) is efficiently collected and spatially 

distributed onto the camera’s CCD array for 20 μs following the laser pulse. 

4.2.4 Experimental timing 

Precise timing of laser pulse to gated collection was accomplished using four function 

generators and is depicted in Figure 4.3. The origination pulse generated by the custom computer 

automation program that was user initiated began after a 10 s delay. After the delay, the flash 

lamps were triggered through the laser power supply, with an internally defined 175 μs q-switch 

delay. The q-switch sync pulse was then used to trigger a delay which could be adjusted to move 

the spectroscopic detector signal anywhere in time with respect to the laser pulse. The CCD 

camera began exposure before the laser pulse was fired. The image intensified gated detector 

was operated at a minimum 1μs delay from the pulse as to not contaminate the spectra with laser 

light. Temporal resolution is achieved by integrating the 20 µs exposure period of image 

intensified operation over the duration of the CCD collection time.   
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Figure 4.2. Experimental set up showing trigger connections (solid lines) and computer 
connections (dash lines) 

 
 

 All aspects of the experiment were controlled through custom software. Beyond the 

initial trigger to fire the laser and trigger the spectrometer, the computer saved the resulting 

image as a *.bmp and controlled the motion of the sample. After seven experiments at each LSD, 

the programmed routine moved the lens 10 mm from the previous location to the new LSD and 

repeated until all 70 data points from 60 mm to 150 mm were collected. The spectra presented 

then reflect seven averaged experiments at each LSD.   
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Figure 4.3. Schematic diagram of experimental timing 

  

The laser was fired at a 10 Hz repetitious rate while videos (Pentax Optio S5i) were taken 

at a 30 Hz rate to record the long term formation, evolution, and decay of the LIP. Single frame 

images of the video were obtained to glean specific information about the LIP and ablation 

thresholds. From the ablated samples, photographic evidence of material removed was obtained 

by imaging the resulting materials after ablation with the camera at a fixed height from the 

samples. The laser paper was photographed as is, PC on a white background, and PE and RDX 

on black backgrounds to create the highest degree of contrast. All images of irradiated samples 

were taken under identical imaging conditions. 
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4.3 Results  

 4.3.1 Ablated film images and still frame evidence from videos  

 Images of the resulting ablated films are presented in Figure 4.4 for laser paper, 

polyethylene, polycarbonate, and RDX from top to bottom. One general trend seen in all images 

is that the pits grow smaller as the sample becomes closer to the focal point of the lens. The trend 

for laser paper, PC, and PE are all similar in that the ablation pit generally grows smaller and 

there is only one distinct feature present. Unlike the others, RDX displays four distinct types of 

pits and does not follow the same general trend of the other three samples indicating that there 

are other mechanisms of removal dominating the formation of pits.  

The areas of each pit feature were measured using ImageJ31 by fitting an ellipse to the 

pits. As a proxy for the radius, the square root of the area is plotted in Figure 4.5. There is no 

consistency across samples in terms of a largest overall pit at each sample position. The laser 

paper uniformly decreases in spot size as the sample is moved to the focal point of the lens and 

then increases after. The detailed structure of the pit remains the same as the overall size 

decreases and increases following the “v-shape” on Figure 4.5. As also seen on the laser paper, 

as could be expected for a typical focusing of light with a lens, the polycarbonate ablation pits 

linearly decreases as the sample location is increased to the focal length of the lens and then 

linearly increases as the point of maximum focus is further moved away from the sample. 

Polyethylene at the two extreme distances measured does not have any visible pits, and a 

uniform removal of material is only seen at the three positions near the focal point of the lens. 

The curve on Figure 4.5 is similar to that of the laser paper. The RDX ablation pits have four 

different general appearances, a thinned sublimed region not complete, a near completely 

removed pit with a “drip”, a completely ablated region with a thinned ridge surrounding the pit, 
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and a completely removed pit with chunks of ablated material on still present. All of the RDX pit 

sizes vary with distance and do not have a trend as with other samples. 

The still frame images extracted from the video recording of the PE ablation are shown in 

Figure 4.6. Snapshots were taken at various focus conditions to demonstrate the influence of 

focus upon the resulting plume. The ball lens is seen on the right of the image, and the sample 

and plume on the left. The lowest degree of luminosity above the plane of the sample is at the 

distances where the focal point is behind the sample surface. When the focal point is brought to 

the sample plane, a plume is observed that extends from the surface. At distances greater than the 

point where the focus is in the sample plane, the ionization of air can be observed. Each of these 

dynamic features of the plumes may contribute to the appearance of the resulting ablation pits. 

The air plasma may be observed in Figure 4.6 as the bright dot located in front of the sample 

surface at 110 mm to 150 mm. 

 

 

Figure 4.4. Images of samples after laser irradiation at different lens to sample distances (5mm 
by 5mm) 
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Figure 4.5. Resulting ablation area of laser spot size at each lens to sample distance 
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Figure 4.6. Evolution of plasma formation on PE at different lens to sample distances. Still 
frame image taken from video approximately the 15th laser pulse 
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4.4 Discussion 

 4.4.1 Images of laser paper  

The laser paper was studied as a potential blank for comparison to the other samples. It 

was found that resulting images would primarily illustrate the laser spot resulting from a thermal 

process. As the LSD is changed from 60 to 120 mm, the pits formed on the films decrease in size 

nearing the focal point of the lens. After the lens is moved past its focal point, the resulting 

image of the pit sizes show an increase, with a secondary ring structure surrounding the laser 

spot (between 130-140 mm).  

When the LSD is increased to the greatest distances, the focal point is no longer on or 

behind the sample but focused at a point in front of the sample in the air. At the laser fluence 

used, a local ionization forming a plasma of air is observed at the point of maximum focus. This 

plasma consumes some portion of the laser energy, reflects another portion, while allowing the 

remaining portion to pass through to the plane of the sample. The amounts however are unknown 

as the atmospheric plasma, at maximum focus, acts like a metal and is reflective as well. The 

additional ring observed on the paper in Figure 4.4 at 130-140 mm may be due to radiation from 

this plasma. The radius of the laser beam when moved toward the focal point of the lens should 

scale as a function of the radius. As is seen in Figure 4.5 however, there is non-linearity to the 

resulting spot size indicating the multi-photon ionization process, which results from including 

the effects of the air plasma.  

4.4.2 Polycarbonate results 

On polycarbonate, the ablation pits follow a similar trend as were observed on the laser 

paper. The closest LSD pits also begin to show a rippled ring structure that may reflect the 

oscillation of the laser pulse intensity. As the beam profile is not uniform over all areas, there are 
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regions of higher and lower fluence. At close LSD, there are regions of high enough fluence to 

ionize portions of material, and these regions show where shallow ablation has occurred. As the 

LSD is increased to 100 mm, the fluence becomes great enough to not only selectively ablate the 

film as is shown in earlier images, but there is a clearly defined ablation pit present, 

representative of the beam diameter. At this point, the distribution of energy to the surface area is 

high enough in all regions so that a complete local removal of material is possible. As the pits 

become deeper, they presumably become more pronounced. At 120 mm, the ablation pit is 

smallest, with an outer diameter pit also showing signs of being affected. At this point two things 

have taken place as can be seen in Figure 4.6 together with the formation of the air plasma. One, 

the center most portion of the pit is exposed to a fluence significantly above the ablation 

threshold, resulting in a direct ablation and plasma formation. This region is presumably 

completely ionized to a high degree. Therefore, the plasma formation at this region is heated to 

high temperatures resulting in radiation back to the sample surface that is capable of 

transforming the film surrounding the pit to a melt region similar to those seen in the previous 

images. 

From the plot in Figure 4.5, it can be seen that the PC spot size is actually larger than the 

paper up until the point of maximum focus. Using the laser paper as a standard measure of laser 

spot size was the original intent. However, the UV photons have enough energy to disrupt any of 

the bonds in the laser paper. Therefore, it is likely that the formation of plumes above the laser 

paper surface could contribute to the spot size on the thermally reactive laser paper. The non-

linearity of the laser spot size with respect to lens to sample distance shows that ablation occurs 

via a multi-photon absorption process. A single photon, first order process would yield a linear 

dependence. The larger spot size in PC compared to the laser paper suggests then that the 
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threshold to UV ablation is actually lower in the former case. The change in correlation of spot 

size to distance, with PC to laser paper, is further evidence that laser – induced air ionization was 

taking place. Positioning the lens at a distance greater than the focal length focuses the beam 

energy at a point above the sample. This creates a plasma above the sample surface. In 

polycarbonate this phenomena does not affect the sample as much as the case of the laser paper. 

Since the laser paper is thermally sensitive, the air plasma taking place within vicinity of the 

paper will be radiating heat. This radiation is what induces an increased area of the spot size on 

the laser paper but not PC at these greater LSD.  

4.4.3 Polyethylene results 

 In the single shot experiments of PE, there is no visible material removed from the 

sample surface until a distance of 70 mm is reached (Figure 4.4). It is not until 100 mm that a 

fluence capable of removing a detectable amount of material is observed. The previous pits have 

only an upper ring that is visible suggesting that that is a region of the beam energy where the 

fluence is large enough to create visible ablation. This could be indicative of the laser pulse 

having a high energy density across the upper portion of the focused pulse and not elsewhere. 

This results in material loss in this region with the same general pattern as seen in paper at 

60mm. The spot size in PE is the smallest in all of the cases indicating that the threshold for 

plasma formation and material removal is greatest here. The thermal threshold due to radiation of 

neighboring plasma plumes is also higher than for other materials as no signs of ablated regions 

are noticed. No visible evidence of damage at 60, 140 and 150 mm is observed. In the PE spectra 

of Figure 4.7, it can be seen that at the same LSD there is also a strong amount of carbon and 

other unidentified ionic and atomic species present in comparison to the blackbody – like 

continuum seen otherwise. Also to note, there is visible emission present at all LSD in the 
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resulting spectra for PE. This confirms that even though visible ablation was not noticeable on 

the resulting films in Figure 4.4, in fact, some material was removed. 

 
Figure 4.7. Spectroscopic results obtained with a polyethylene sample with C2 swan bands 

present at 437, 470, 510, 554, and 610 nm as well as other unidentified ionic species. 
 

From the images in Figure 4.6, evidence of the small degree of plasma formation is 

noticed at 70 mm. By 90 mm there is a large degree of formation and what appears to be a strong 

column of heated gas. At 100 mm the plasma formation is strong and extends far from the 

surface, whereas at 110 mm, it is mostly localized on the surface. By 120 mm the images suggest 

that there is still incident laser light on the surface, but also a plasma that has formed above. This 

could again be explained by formation of an air plasma forming above the sample surface, or 

evidence of plume splitting.2, 32 The images from 130 to 150 mm, however, support the 

assumption that the increased area observed on the laser paper and not with PC is a result of this 

hot plasma radiating heat. There is no extra visible material that this plasma has removed. In 
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comparison, polycarbonate has a more efficient emission mechanism as the ablation is apparent 

to a greater degree at all LSD. This could be due to occupied states lying near the virtual states in 

PC, resulting in a near resonance enhancement. 

4.4.4 RDX results 

Combining all of the previous observations from the polymeric samples and the still 

frames of the plasma plume formation, the more complex material removal in RDX can be 

explained. In Figure 4.4 there is not a single simple trend across the images in RDX. From 60 to 

120 mm, the pit sizes resemble the pits on the laser paper. At 60 and 70 mm, there is only a clean 

ablation process as evidenced from the sharp edges, but broadened because melting was taking 

place, and the pits are nearly identical in size and shape to those of the laser paper. Only in 

regions of the beam in which the fluence is great enough for the second order process to proceed 

does removal take place. The material surrounding the pit is left untouched indicating that no 

thermal interaction was taking place as would be expected in a first order ablation process. A 

ringed structure (similar to that pattern in the laser paper) is observed, pointing to only regions of 

the beam that have high enough energy density for RDX removal.  

In experiments with LSD values of 80 and 90 mm, an increase in the amount of RDX 

removed in comparison to 60 and 70 mm is noticeable. The white films were photographed on a 

black background, which becomes more visible through the ablated film. In comparison to the 

laser paper (Figures 4.4 and 4.5) the pits have a smaller area. Therefore the 80-90 mm region is 

driven by a secondary removal process, but with increased plasma heating. This conclusion is 

supported by 3D laser scanning microscope imaging,33 where the results are presented in Figure 

4.8 for 90 mm. The laser scanning images show pits rimmed with thicker, lighter, yellow/red 

regions leading up to darker, blue/black, thinner regions. The increase in removal of material 
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without a noticeable sublimation indicates that the ablation occurred in a localized region, but 

what is more apparent is the “drip” on the bottom edge of the pit. These experiments were 

performed in a vertical orientation. So presumably, the hot removal of molecular RDX would 

“fall” downward from the surface of the film. It has been shown that the ablation process can 

eject hot material during the UV interaction, and that molecular solids can be removed.2, 17, 37 

 

 

Figure 4.8. 3D laser scanning microscopic evidence of sloped edges of RDX ablation pit 
 

In the range of 110 to 140 mm, there is a complete thin film removal over the entire spot 

size. The complete removal of material in this case may also be driven by a chemical interaction 

from the reactive species in the plasma plume. The pits here are larger due to sublimation and 

this being the region nearest to the focal point of the lens with highest fluence. This is indicative 

of the beam profile being focused to the point at which the uniform energy density of the laser is 

great enough to remove all material over the spot size of the beam. There is a hot plasma that has 
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completely ionized the material and/or part of the air in front of the sample. This hot body at the 

sample surface is capable of radiating heat back.  

 
Figure 4.9. Spectroscopic results obtained from an RDX sample 

  

Additional evidence suggesting different mechanisms at different LSDs can be inferred 

from the emission spectra shown in Figure 4.9. The atomic emission line at 588 nm is likely 

from the presence of sodium in the RDX sample. Other unidentified ionic and atomic species 

may be present at other wavelengths. In all of these LSDs, the pits and surrounding material are 

significantly larger than for laser paper, suggesting that there is another contributing mechanism. 

If the only mechanism that was taking place was UV ablation, they should be comparable in size 

with no other additional features present. At this point the intense fluence is removing all of the 

material present completely. To a larger degree, it is suggested that there is a large plasma plume 

formed at this stage which is in near contact with the RDX film on the sample surface. The 
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plume arises either from the ionization of RDX species or from ionization of air in front of the 

sample surface as shown in Figure 4.6. The reactive species reflected in the emission spectra 

then could also further react with the RDX film leading to an increased material removal.34-36 

The spectra support the increase in spot size of the RDX films at these distances. This points to 

the lower threshold of material removal in this sample, and also the fact that the reactive species 

present from the vaporization lead to spectral lines and are known to react with RDX.34 This 

region of fluence on the RDX film is in argument of a different mechanistic removal all together 

in comparison to the 60 – 70 mm region where only a second order ablation process dominates. 

Here, the second order process is clearly coupled with a reactive interaction between the plasma 

plume, and an increase in sublimation due to the hot body as indicated by the large sloped edges 

and the strong continuum present in the spectra of Figure 4.8. 

 The last significantly different feature of material removal in RDX was noticed in 

experiments with an LSD value of 150 mm. Most noticeably, there are large chunks of material 

that have either re-deposited or were fractured pieces of the film that have not been entirely 

removed. Here there appears to be somewhat of a central region removed but without clearly 

defined edges. The multi-photon ablation process is still present as a central portion indicative of 

the laser spot size is seen, but no evidence for sublimation is observed. The spot size is also 

significantly smaller than that on the laser paper (Figures 4.4 and 4.5). There are no sloped edges 

due to a sublimation process, but it appears that some of the edges are actually protruding from 

the surface. At this point the laser induced plasma of air is approximately 30 mm from the 

surface. This leads to a portion of the RDX film being removed through the secondary removal 

mechanism which leaves a portion of the film in a hot state. Arising from all laser induced 

plasmas are also shock waves12, 38 at the point at which the air plasma has formed. We assume 
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that the laser induced shock fronts arising from the air plasma, from approximately 30 mm in 

front of the film are also well defined.2 Part of the beam has interacted and ionized a portion of 

the material, it is in a hot and “prepared” state for removal through a shock mechanism.  

4.5 Conclusion 

 The images of the RDX thin films subject to UV irradiation at different laser fluences, 

show there are four different mechanisms of material removal that occur. At LSD values of 60 

and 70 mm, the most prevalent mechanism is that of the second order ablation process with no 

evidence of sublimation or additional material removed. Experiments with LSDs of 80 and 90 

mm show increasing evidence of the secondary process, but in addition with significant 

sublimation as evidenced by the sloped edges from the well-defined pits as the diameter is 

changing. From 100 to 140 mm there is significant removal through second order ablation, a 

large degree of sublimation, and the presence of reactive plasma species that contribute to the 

increased material removal through an initiation mechanism. At 150 mm, the second order 

photoionization presumably thins a center portion where the beam is incident, and shock waves 

induced from the air plasma are believed to fracture the film. 
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Chapter 5 

Laser ablation of polycarbonate covered thin films of RDX 

 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Energetic materials ignition 

 RDX as an energetic material (EM) for military use has been used alone, and in 

combination with other high explosives (HEs) for over seventy years.1 Formulations, mixtures of 

EM and non-EM materials, can help control the sensitivity of RDX (1,3,5-Trinitroperhydro-

1,3,5-triazine) by adding various stabilizers and binders.2 However, this can also alter their 

performance, as the additive reduces the rate of reaction in the propellant. Secondary explosives 

have higher rates of combustion and are more stable than primary explosives.3 Consequently, 

secondary explosives require a more easily ignitable source to initiate them, this forces primary 

explosives to still then have a presence as a primer in the detonators for initiation. The primer, 

being the most sensitive part of the system, becomes a significant safety factor in design of 

weaponry.4 Successful initiation is necessary,5 but a balance must be struck between safety and 

performance.  

 Foregoing the use of the primer would be ideal from a safety perspective, but would be 

impractical due to the energy barrier that is needed to overcome during the initiation of RDX.6, 7 

Igniting the RDX is the main goal which is accomplished by putting enough pressure and heat 

into the system. One option to a primer could be to use an inert material that could be 

transformed into a source of ignition at will. This is done in electrothermal chemical ignition 

(ETC).8, 9 In ETC, a polymer is capacitively ablated in close proximity to the HE.10 The ETC 

process that is taking place is a capacitive discharge of the polymer to a plasma state. One 
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additional advantage of ETC as seen in Figure 5.1, over traditional primers, is that this method 

decreases the delay time for ignition and is much more reproducible.11 The downside is the 

power supply and capacitor that are required to capacitively ablate the polymer.  

 

Figure 5.1. Comparison of an electrothermal ignition (ETI, ETC) process versus a traditional 
primer case12 

The chemical species in the ETC plasma that were found to be significant have previously been 

identified using experimental modeling.13 The species playing the largest role is the H• which 

implants itself in the RDX crystal, and induces a thermal HONO-like decomposition, resulting in 

production of six gaseous molecules for every one RDX molecule.14 The source of these H• in 

ETC is the plasma resulting from capacitive ablation of a polymer such as polypropylene (PP) 

that is embedded in the charge itself. Another way to generate energetic plasmas from a polymer 

is through the process of laser ablation.15, 16  

 5.1.2 Laser ablation 

 In general, energetic materials cannot be easily ignited with most laser pulses.17, 18 

Therefore the need exists to pair the HE with an inert material that can be converted to a plasma 

and then in turn ignite the EM. The process of laser ablation has been known for some time and 
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has many industrial applications in machining, drilling, medicine, spectroscopy, and propulsion. 

Here, a laser beam interacts with a surface of a material when the high-energy pulse is focused 

onto it. The light is adsorbed, through an ionization process, resulting in formation of a plasma 

and finally heating. The resulting temperatures of the plasma can be on the order of 103 – 104 K 

with electron densities >1015 cm-3.19-22 At these temperatures, ionized and neutral atomic species 

should be all that is present and they would then be free to react with any other material. This 

process of laser ablation creates an environment similar to that found in an ETC igniter.23, 24 

Furthermore, the species present in the laser induced plasma were found to be similar to those 

that were deemed responsible for the mechanism of ETC ignition during experimental 

modeling.25 Therefore, coupling the knowledge of ETC and laser induced plasmas to a weapons 

system could provide a safer and more effective weapons system.  
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Figure 5.2. Model of laser ablation. From top to bottom, pristine sample substrate (sapphire 
wafer) with a deposited thin film of solid material, a laser pulse incident upon the material 

interacting through an adsorption process, and the resulting laser induced plasma and removal of 
material 
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 The process of laser ablation depicted in Figure 5.2 involves many complex 

mechanisms26-28 such as adsorption,29 ionization,30 heating,26, 31 material removal,32 plasma and 

shock wave formation33, 34. Each of these is dependent upon photon wavelength35, 36 pulse 

duration, fluence,37 as well as the optical properties of the materials.38 The focus of the 

discussion herein will be concerned with the UV laser ablation from a 266 nm, 50 mJ, 6.5 ns 

pulse from a Nd:YAG laser beam, and resulting images of the ablation plume can be seen in 

Figure 5.3.  

 For an ionization process to occur, an electron from a bound state of the material must be 

excited into the continuum. The process of ionization can be a function of the multi-photon 

adsorption process or direct if one photon is of sufficient energy. In a non-metal, or insulator, 

that does not have an unlimited number of allowed states, the ionization process occurs through 

the absorption of a photon to excite an electron to a virtual state. If the next incoming photon is 

present before the relaxation, i.e. if the photon flux is high enough, the electron will be promoted 

to a continuum of states. If after the first ionization process there is a second excitation of an 

electron, a bond can be broken leading to ablation, the removal of the material. Any photon flux 

not used in the initial ionization will be absorbed by the plasma and heat it. For RDX, no excited 

state exists 4.66 eV (the energy of the 266 nm photon) above the bound states. Therefore the 

process must be a multiphoton absorption initially for the ionization to occur. Once formed, the 

plasma, acting like a metal, will be heated in a first-order linear process.  
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Figure 5.3. Laser induced plasma plume images 

 
When the laser pulse is highly focused (high fluence) the photon density is greater. The 

fluence dependence therefore also directly affects the amount of material ablated. A tightly 

focused beam will have a smaller diameter spot size on the material, but the depth at which it 

will penetrate the material will be greater. A widely focused beam will therefore be spread out 

farther on the surface and not penetrate as deep. The spot size, pit area, and volume of material 

removed are directly related to the fluence. When the increase in area is not linear, the 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟2 

dependence on the ablation process means that depth will be lost faster than any gain in width.  
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5.2 Experimental 

5.2.1 Sample preparation 

Thin films of RDX were prepared by the nebulizing spray technique39 as depicted in 

Figure 5.4 and explained in detail in Chapter 2. A 10 mL solution of 5 mg/mL of RDX in 

acetonitrile was pumped from the syringe at a rate of 1 mL/h through the 32 GA stainless – steel 

capillary with 20 psi (138 kPa) of Nitrogen as the carrier gas. The capillary to sample distance 

was set at 41.28 mm for all RDX samples. The RDX solution was sprayed onto 2” sapphire and 

borosilicate glass wafers either in a dot pattern or one continuous thin film. Wafers with 70 

equally spaced dots were sprayed onto a 2” wafer by use of a two axis positioning system. 

Uniform thin films were prepared by moving the nozzle from the center to the edge over 10 

hours in 255 incremental time steps, with the deposition time of each step dependent upon the 

circumference of the ring at that deposited step. The dot pattern allowed thicker regions of RDX 

to be deposited over the wafer area with less wasted material in regions between laser shots. 

Examples of both deposition methods are shown in Figure 5.5.  

Thin films of sucrose were prepared as a “blank” molecular solid, as a non-energetic 

material in comparison to RDX. They were prepared by drop casting a 1:1 solution of table sugar 

in water onto a wafer and allowed to dry overnight. Polycarbonate films in 25.4 µm thickness 

were used as received from McMaster-Carr after removing the protective covering. 

 Polycarbonate (PC) overlays on thin films were prepared by first preparing the RDX film. 

A PC solution of 30 mg/mL was prepared in dichloromethane (DCM) for spin coating of the 

RDX films. A 2 mL volume of the PC solution was spread out over the RDX film and spun at 

500 rpm for 5 s followed by 1500 rpm for 45s (Figure 5.6). This resulting PC overlayer 

deposited in this manner was previously determined to be 0.6µm thick.40 
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Figure 5.4. Schematic depiction of nebulizing sprayer operation (top) and an image of sprayer in 
practice (bottom) preparing a thin film with the rotating chuck for uniform films (a), the sample 

(b), and the sprayer (c) 
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Figure 5.5. As prepared thin films of RDX. Dot pattern (left) and uniform thin film (right) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6. Spin-coating apparatus used to produce the polymer overlay on nebulizing sprayed 
thin films 
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 5.2.2 Thin film diagnostics 

 Inspection of thin films prior to ablation was done through optical microscopic analysis 

(Figure 5.7) on the Craic microspectrophotometer to ensure a constant ~50% porosity of the film. 

Thickness measurements were made using the CRAIC microspectrophotometer for absorbance. 

The positioning camera on the SEM was used to obtain a high resolution side profile image of an 

RDX wafer (Figure 5.8) and 3D Laser scanning microscopy41 (see section 5.3.3). Mass 

measurements were taken of all films in between spraying of layers, before ablation events, and 

after the laser ablation experiments. 

 

Figure 5.7. Optical microscope image showing approximate 50% porosity in prepared RDX 
sample 
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Figure 5.8. Image obtained with SEM camera, the side profile of an RDX wafer showing film 
thickness of 13.5 μm 
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5.2.3 Instrumentation 

 A Nd:YAG Continuum Inlite III-10 laser system, operating on the fourth harmonic at 266 

nm, with a 50 mJ, 6.5 ns pulse was used for all ablation events. With a 120mm focal length lens, 

and a lens to sample distance of 90 mm, the laser pulse was focused to a spot size of 1.25 mm in 

diameter in all experiments where single shot dosage was required. Control of laser firing was 

done by externally triggering the pulse either manually or through software to collect all 70 shots 

on the wafer successively. Sample movement was always controlled using the YZ axes through 

software for the Parker-Dadaell system. All timing was accomplished through function 

generators monitored on an oscilloscope. Fluence dependent measurements were made by 

moving the lens using the x-axis of the Parker-Daedell translation system. The custom written 

program described in Chapter 2, and detailed in Appendix 1 was used to control all individual 

software packages and experimental data acquisition. Each wafer was ultimately ablated with 70, 

evenly spaced (5 mm), laser shots 
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5.3 Results  

 5.3.1 Optical images of wafers after laser ablation 

Images of the wafers as previously described are shown in Figure 5.9. All wafers were 

imaged from a constant height on a black background. Ablation pits can be seen where the laser 

irradiated the surface. The polycarbonate sample shows no evidence of melting between areas of 

laser irradiation. The edges appear sharp when investigated under a microscope. The only spots 

visible on the PC are directly where the laser beam hit the surface. The investigation of the 

optical images of bare RDX and PC/RDX, reveal a noticeable difference in films post ablation. 

Pits on the PC/RDX sample have a cylindrical shape whereas the bare RDX pits looked crater 

shaped. 

Before irradiation, the RDX film shown in the top right of Figure 5.9 as Bare RDX is 

completely uniform in nature. After ablation, the bare RDX sample shows pits with additional 

rings surrounding them where the film appears to be thinned due to heating. After ablation, there 

is a darkened general region on the center of the bare RDX wafer. This suggests that there are 

large, thinned, regions where the laser pulse was not incident upon the material. The image 

shows that the level of transparency of the center area of the wafer is similar to the level of 

transparency of the exterior pits. On a microscopic level the pits are larger than the beam 

diameter and crater-like in nature with thinning sloped edges as depicted in Figure 5.9. 

Some of the PC coated RDX (PC/RDX) pits in Figure 5.9 are nearly identical in nature, 

with sharp edges on the microscopic level (Figure 5.10), and no thinning outside of the ablation 

pit region. Additionally in the PC coated films, 86% show a breakthrough with a complete 

removal of material, where the laser pulse irradiated the film on the wafer. Aside from two select 
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cases in the RDX film that the pits may have fractured, the PC/RDX wafer is the only sample 

where complete removal has taken place in any of the cases. 

  

 

Figure 5.9. Images of samples before and after laser ablation 

 

 

Figure 5.10. Microscope images of RDX crater (left) and PC/RDX pit (right) 
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 5.3.2 Mass loss from laser ablation 

 As a form of measurement of material removal, measurements of mass before and after 

laser ablation were made. By assuming uniform mass loss from each ablation shot, the total mass 

loss from the wafer was divided by 70 shots and is shown in the second column in Table 5.1. The 

mass of RDX per shot seemed unusually high and per the visual evidence in Figure 5.9, there 

was evidence of sublimation, so two further estimates were made. Using standard densities, the 

depth per shot was estimated solely from the calculated mass loss and an assumed pit diameter of 

1.25 mm, which is shown in column 3. As was seen in the bare RDX wafer after ablation, the 

pits were larger and material loss came from outside the area the laser beam irradiated. 

Therefore, a second estimate shown in column 4 took into account the effects of sublimation. It 

estimated the depth, excluding sublimation contributions, by attributing only 11% of the material 

loss to be due to direct laser irradiation rather than induced by the radiation from the plasma 

plume.42 RDX was the only sample that showed sublimation and is given a further estimate. The 

measured masses hint at a discrepancy in material removal that needed to be further investigated.  

 

 

 

Table 5.1. Material removed as a function of measured mass loss and standard density 

 µg/shot µm/shot  
(based on mass loss) 

µm/shot  
( neglecting sublimation) 

Polycarbonate 0.6 0.4 - 
Bare RDX 58.7 25.9 2.8 (6.4µg) 
PC coated RDX  19.0 7.9 - 
PC coated Sucrose 4.9 2.1 - 
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 5.3.3 3D laser scanning microscopy 

 To further study the pit geometries, depth of ablation, sublimation and material removal, 

surface measurements and images were taken with 3D laser scanning microscopy (Keyence 

VKX).41 The ability of this instrument allowed large scan area measurements to be performed to 

detail the pit depth, surrounding material deformation, surface perturbation and detailed 

measurements to be made. The ringed structure seen in the top image in Figure 5.11 of 

polycarbonate is evidence of portions of the beam that are of sufficient energy to ionize the 

sample in that region. No significant ablation depth of the PC film has been achieved as 

evidenced by the small change in the colorimetric scale. The middle image of RDX shows sloped 

edges due to sublimation, and no breakthrough on a 5 µm thin film of bare RDX. The bottom 

image of PC/RDX shows a 40 µm film of RDX coated in a 0.6 µm thick PC film. The resulting 

ablation depth in this film orientation is completely through the 40 µm RDX film and the PC 

overlayer shown by the large hole in the film. The protruding edges of the pit are due to the 

reaction blast exiting the pit volume and blistering the edges. There are well defined vertical 

walls and no evidence of sublimation.  
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Figure 5.11. Post ablation pits of a sample – wide representation for (top to bottom) PC, RDX, 
and PC/RDX 
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 Upon further inspection, as is seen in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, there is residual material at 

the bottom of the pit. This is likely due to sublimation or fragmented portions of the film. The 

anisotropic edges support the idea that that a chemical reaction propagated with directionality 

from the surface to the substrate.  

 

Figure 5.12. Post ablation pit of an PC/RDX film. There is evidence of sharply defined edges, a 
complete ablation of 40 µm of RDX, and no sublimation 

5.4 Discussion 

 5.4.1 Primary material loss mechanisms 

The simplest way one could measure material removal is by determining the changes in 

mass as the results in Table 5.1 show. As evidenced by these values, the assumptions about the 

locations and mechanisms of material loss create differing results. The assumption that all of the 

mass loss comes only from the location of laser irradiation holds true in cases where sublimation 

does not occur. This assumption fails for the bare RDX sample and various other assumptions to 
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account for material loss through sublimation have to be made. Two of the most significant 

mechanistic differences that influence the results are the thickness of the films and resulting pit  

geometry shown in Figure 5.13. Bare RDX is 4.7 μm thick. The only region where the RDX is 

completely removed is the centermost portion. The PC/RDX film has a 0.6 μm PC layer that was 

deposited on top of a 39.5 μm thick RDX layer making it 8x thicker than the bare RDX film. A 

significant portion of all 70 PC/RDX pit material is removed, with 60 of the shots making a 

complete breakthrough to the substrate surface. 

 

Figure 5.13. Schematic showing differences in ablation geometry between RDX crater (left) and 
PC/RDX pit (right) 

 

When the laser irradiates the film, the photons directly ionize the material at the surface 

forming a plasma. Part of the pulse heats the plasma, which shields the material from further 

laser irradiation. In the case of RDX, the hot radiating plasma that is formed is a few millimeters 

away from the surface of the material directing heat towards the surface which leads to 

sublimation. In PC and PC/RDX the polycarbonate is absorbing this radiation and thus does not 

sublime. Instead the reactive PC plasma propagates through the underlying RDX and chemically 

contributes to material removal. Mechanistically then, material can be removed through direct 

laser irradiation, sublimation, or when possible an additional chemical reaction.  
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 5.4.2 Secondary material loss mechanisms 

Why these differences occur may be related to the specific mechanisms of removal or due 

to material differences. If heating is taking place leading to material removal, the melting 

temperature might be an issue. However, the melting temperatures of RDX and PC are 192° C 

and 155° C, respectively. Therefore that argument is invalid as RDX has a higher melting point. 

And considering the high initial plasma temperatures to be around ~103 K,22 those melting 

temperatures are negligible in comparison. The larger difference is in the molecular structure. 

The RDX film is a crystalline structure made of small molecular units. The polymeric nature of 

PC, with long, inter-woven chains and stronger covalent bonds shield the bare RDX from back 

radiation and any type of sublimation. The radiation from the initial plasma plume radiates 

visible and infrared radiation in all directions (Chapters 3 and 4), including back onto the surface 

of the film. The only film that shows evidence of sublimation is RDX with its crater – like pits. 

This difference can likely be attributed to sublimation on the RDX film, not present on the 

others, and also attempt to account for the difference in mass loss that is observed.  

Using Figure 5.13 as an example of what was occurring in the sublimation of bare RDX, 

the estimated sublimed material removed from the edges, not the pit, was calculated. The volume 

of the sloped ring was estimated with the assumption that the interior radius was 1.25 mm, the 

diameter of the laser pulse. This led to an estimate that the extra material removed from the pit 

through sublimation was equal to 80% of the initial material mass loss. This difference is then 

representative of the observed increase in mass loss of RDX films shows in Table 5.1, column 1.   
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Figure 5.14. Sublimation of RDX as contributed by increased plume radiation over entire 
sample surface 

 Examining the RDX wafer as a whole it can be noticed that a thinning is taking place 

across the entire surface, more significantly in the center than on the edges. The center is also the 

region of the wafer subject to the greatest amount of laser irradiation during the course of 70 

shots. By visually modeling the 70 plumes on the surface of the wafer (Figure 5.14), with each 

1.5mm above the surface, they are emitting heat uniformly in all directions. The cumulative 

effect of this radiation and removal of the material is proportional to the heat flux at each point of 

a plume. This can be estimated by the following equation: 

𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑑 =  ∑ �𝑎 × � 1
(𝑥𝑖−𝑥)2+(𝑦𝑖−𝑦)2+(𝑧𝑖−𝑧)2��  (5.2) 

Equation 5.2 shows the fraction of material removed at any point on the wafer in the x, y, and z 

coordinate plane, with xi, yi, and zi being the plume locations. Taking a, the proportionality 

constant to be 1, the amount of material removed from a location can be calculated. Using the 

distances of the pit locations and the equation above the material removed can be defined as 0.77 

for the region between a central pit and one of the four pits surrounding it (point a in Figure 

5.15). An estimate of a point in the center of a pit, directly under a plume, on the outermost edge 
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of the wafer (point b in Figure 5.15) is calculated to be 0.79. Looking only at the effects of 

sublimation due to additive plume radiation, this model is also in agreement with the observed 

visible film transparency in the center of the wafer versus the center of the edge pit. 

Schematically this is represented in Figure 5.15 below, for bare RDX, the thinned centermost 

region between pits was of the same transparency as the bottom of a pit on the outer edge (Figure 

5.9). Incorporating the 4.7 μm known film thickness at the edge of the wafer where the RDX is 

mostly undisturbed, and an edge to interior (point c to a in Figure 5.15) pit material removal ratio 

of 0.46/0.79, the interior film thickness has thinned to an estimated 2.9 μm. From Table 5.1, the 

adjusted sublimation corrected depth per shot was 2.8 μm. These two estimates are then in good 

agreement considering that most of the material is removed on the centermost laser shots.  

 

Figure 5.15. Sublimation estimate over surface of entire RDX wafer 

Furthermore, the mass losses and adjusted mass loss due to sublimation have an effect on the 

overall material loss values. Due to these sublimation estimates, the argument for extra RDX 

material removed can be supported herein in that the majority of RDX is then removed through 

sublimation rather than a laser ablation process. The total volume of RDX sublimed can be 

estimated as 1.96x109 μm3, a mass of 3.57 mg. Per the mass measurements of the wafers shown 

in Table 5.1, 4.11 mg of RDX were lost after all 70 laser shots. These sublimation estimates 

account for 87% material loss on the entire wafer. This is in agreement with all previous 

arguments of sublimation versus an ablative process. This RDX ablation phenomena was 
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investigated in detail by Sun et. al.42 by studying the ablation process in a closed cell, and 

measuring the acetonitrile rinse with IR spectroscopy revealing that >83% of the molecular RDX 

was recovered intact. Only 11% of the material removed was attributed to gaseous products from 

the RDX laser ablation process. 

The differences in the pit shape from crater – like to cylindrical in RDX and PC/RDX 

extend beyond their two-dimensional character. Microscopic images begin to show that the 

interior of the pits is also different in shape. One of the most significant contributions to this 

difference is the amount of material present and then removed. The film thickness of RDX is 4.7 

μm and PC/RDX is 39.5 μm RDX with a 0.6 μm PC layer deposited on top. Yet as shown in the 

images of the films and estimated in the sublimation calculations in previous sections of this 

chapter, hardly any of the bare RDX film is removed through a single ablation shot and 86% of 

the PC/RDX shots have a complete breakthrough. The film is more than 8x thicker, and in 60 

shots, it is all removed for at least some portion of the pit. The PC/RDX film being 8x thicker, 

also means that the volume is more than 8x greater also, 4.85x10-2 μm3 compared to 5.77x10-3 

μm3 for bare RDX. But, laser ablation of bare RDX never has this amount of material removed.  

This could suggest that the difference in material removal is due to a chemical process 

rather than an ablation mechanism. The loss of material in the case of PC/RDX occurs only in 

the location of laser irradiation. The PC surrounding the pit could be responsible for shielding 

any further sublimation, but the entirety of material loss 19.0 μg/shot versus 6.4 μg/shot 

(sublimation adjusted) for bare RDX. This means that of that mass, there is a propagation of 

removal of the volume of material beneath the irradiated spot of <4.7 μm in RDX whereas in the 

PC/RDX case, a volume of material removal is propagated for a depth of >39.5 μm. The only 

sublimation that may be occurring in the PC/RDX is on the sidewalls of the pits or at the bottom. 
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In all cases of PC/RDX films however, with RDX films that ranged in thickness from 3-39.5 μm, 

86% of shots removed a portion of the entire thickness. The increased removal of material with a 

polymer overlay does not seem to be dependent on material thickness.   

 The increased material removal with the PC overlay is similar to the positive 

contributions of ETC ignition. In that case, the hydrogen ion was the important chemical species 

responsible for the conversion of the RDX molecule into 9 gaseous molecules. For the laser 

induced plasma event, the difference in ablation may be due to the chemical composition of the 

plasma as detailed by Table 5.2 below.  

Table 5.2. Variation in plasma composition between RDX and Polycarbonate 

Bare RDX PC coated RDX 
C3H6N6O6 C16H14O3 

28% Hydrogen 42% Hydrogen 
28% Oxygen 9% Oxygen 

6.4 µg converted to plasma 19.0 µg converted to plasma 
 

Here it can be seen that in the PC overlay, there is a fuel to oxidizer level of 4.7:1 versus 1:1 in 

RDX. This higher concentration of reactive hydrogen species, purely increased by the change in 

the chemical composition of the plasma could greatly contribute to the higher reactivity of the 

plasma, increasing the material removed by contributing with a chemical mechanism of a plasma 

propellant interaction. 

5.4.3 Non-energetic sucrose samples 

 Any time a sample is irradiated with a high energy laser beam, the adsorption process 

undoubtedly leads to increased pressures and temperatures as the material is ionized.43 The 

newly formed gas and plasma are rapidly expanding outwards away from the sample surface. 

The rate at which they are expanding is on the order of tens of kilometers per second.44,45 This 
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compresses the air ahead. These outward expanding forces are coupled with increased back 

pressures into the sample surface to sustain the strong fronts moving in the opposite direction. 

When the laser induced plasma and the associated pressure gradients form away from the target, 

there are back pressures then incident upon the sample (RDX) as well. It is well known that one 

of the initiation mechanisms of a secondary explosive such as RDX is shock.46,47 To test against 

the possibility that the increased removal of RDX when coated with the PC was a shock pressure 

driven mechanism rather than a chemical mechanism, thin film samples of sucrose (a non-

energetic molecular solid) were prepared and coated with PC. When ablated, only a mass of 

4.9μg/shot was removed, less than that observed from bare RDX and PC/RDX. This further 

suggests that it is not a shock induced phenomena that is removing extra material in the PC/RDX 

case. Despite the increased number of hydrogen atoms present, sucrose, which is not an EM like 

RDX, does not appear to rapidly decompose under the presence of H•, as is seen in RDX.13 
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5.5 Conclusion 

 The UV laser induced plasma ablation of thin films of PC, RDX, PC/RDX and 

PC/Sucrose were investigated in this work. The RDX film shows 2.9 µm pits under laser 

irradiation. Sublimation plays a significant role in the removal of bare RDX films whereas there 

is evidence no sublimation is observed in any of the other films including the PC/RDX. The 

addition of a PC overlayer onto RDX films results in complete removal of a portion of the 

volume beneath the irradiated spot in 86% of the cases. This is indicative of a chemical process 

involving the greater reactive PC plasma interacting with the underlying RDX to be responsible 

for the increased material removal. To rule out mechanisms of shock induced ablation, thin films 

of sucrose were used as a control to show that the contribution of such processes is negligible. 

This laser induced plasma propellant interaction could serve as a new approach to military 

weapons systems.  
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Chapter 6 

Summary and Conclusions 

 

6.1 A more complete understanding of the laser induced plasma plume expansion process 

 The mechanisms of formation of ultraviolet laser induced plasmas are extremely 

convoluted.1 An overly simplified model used most often is that the high energy pulse of light 

hits a sample surface and turns that solid into a plasma on the timescale of the laser pulse. In 

reality there are numerous fundamental processes that occur following expansion of the plasma. 

Figure 6.1 attempts to give a rough timeline of the main observed events, and the work described 

herein has contributed to unravel several phenomena not previously described.  

 

Figure 6.1. LIP expansion timeline 
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  The absorption of the laser pulse is the first step. For a non-metallic solid, such as a 

polymer or RDX, during the first few nanoseconds of the laser pulse, the excitation process 

begins. Electrons in the material are promoted to virtual states, and at sufficiently high fluence, a 

secondary photon further excites electrons into a continuum of states. In these first few 

nanoseconds, this leads to a localized bond breaking in the material. 

 

Figure 6.2. Vaporized material generated from laser pulse 

The gaseous material is still under illumination which induces further ionization and heating. 

This rapid gaseous expansion due to the increased pressure proceeds at km/s velocities away 

from the sample surface creating a shock front in the now compressed ambient gas in front of 

it. 2-4 The shock is launched from the point of fastest expansion of the plume.  
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Figure 6.3. High pressure gas due to increased pressure from solid to gaseous material expansion 

The vaporized material is still present in front of the laser pulse. Further ionization and 

heating by photon absorption brings this portion of the material to an opaque plasma state. This 

initial plasma formation takes place and continues for the duration of the laser pulse as it is 

continually heated. The remaining radiation from the laser is absorbed almost completely by a 

first-order heating of the now metal – like plasma. The linear absorption process is much more 

efficient than the second order ionization of a solid. As the shock is accelerating from the 

surface, its maximum velocity is that of the plume. The plume eventually stops expanding, but 

the shock wave continues to move at this initial plasma expansion rate. 
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Figure 6.4. Laser heating to and of plasma 

As this process is still occurring, the hot plasma radiates heat. As the plasma continues to 

heat, to ~105 K and expand at supersonic velocities, it is emitting light in all directions. The back 

radiation that is observed from the hot plasma can have strong effects on the materials as was 

seen in the case of RDX. The ablation process becomes dependent upon the plasma formation, 

and is driven by different mechanisms in different materials. Sublimation plays no role in any 

material removal from the polymer samples studied, only the molecular solid, RDX. 

 

Figure 6.5. Plasma heating and expansion 
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Figure 6.6. The final state of the laser induced plasma formation before cooling begins 

6.2 Optically dense plasma phase transition 

Within the optically dense plasma is a high density of free electrons, most likely for a UV 

laser pulse on the order of 1016 cm-3. Also, there are initially a large degree of ions and atomic 

species present. With enough energy from the laser pulse these species will continue to form. 

After the ns laser pulse has ended, the plasma has expanded to a few cubic millimeters in 

volume. Expansion ensues with a rapid cooling, and these excited species begin to combine via 

various recombination and combustion reactions. The plasma is not homogeneous on this time 

scale. The inhomogeneity is due to the local core of the plasma being the origination point from 

the vaporized material conversion and its hottest point. This contraction of the hot core leads to a 

cooler optically thick skin surrounded by a gaseous region. The radiative cooling processes are 

fast, whereas the expansion is slow. As the expansion takes place, the optically dense outer skin 

of the plume is the layer that is observed during spectroscopic measurement. The collapsing 

plasma plume can be observed spectroscopically. As the plasma cools, it reaches a steady-state 

temperature at the point of maximum expansion. At some point in time, it has lost enough energy 
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to the surroundings, decreased in electron density, and has been observed to undergo a collapse. 

At this point, the plasma to gas phase transition is observed.  

6.3 Fluence dependent material removal 

 When focusing the laser light through the lens, the relationship of the distance between 

the focal point and the sample was deemed to be an important factor in the ablation process. For 

energetic materials like RDX, the mechanisms of material removal were highly dependent upon 

this lens to sample distance. At close distances (60 – 70 mm), the material removal process was 

through only a multi-photon ablation process. Moving the sample closer to the focal point of the 

lens (80 – 90 mm) allowed the resulting plasma to be heated to a higher degree, and sublimation 

contributed to the ablation process. For distances near the focal point of the lens (100 – 140 mm) 

the processes of ablation and sublimation were dominant. However, there was also spectroscopic 

evidence of reactive plasma species possibly contributing through a chemical interaction. 

Finally, at 150 mm, past the focal point of the lens, the ablation process still took place, but the 

air plasma that formed in front of the sample contributed to material removal with the presence 

of a well – defined shock wave impinging on the surface. These four distinct mechanisms of 

material removal as a function of fluence are unique to RDX. 

6.4 Using laser induced plasmas as an energetic material initiation source 

 Having an understanding of the laser induced plasma formation, decay, and fluence 

dependent mechanisms on material removal helped in using this LIP to initiate energetic 

materials. Using the well-known mechanism of plasma propellant interactions, a polymer 

overlayer was deposited on top of an RDX thin film. Irradiating the PC film allowed the reactive 

plasma species to then propagate through the underlying RDX film. Bare RDX when irradiated 

with a UV laser pulse resulted in a thickness of less than 3 µm of material being ablated. 
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However, once the PC film was present on top of the RDX, a 40 µm film of RDX was able to be 

removed in 86% of the cases. This orientation allows the plasma propellant interaction to take 

place in the initiation of RDX. 

6.5 Conclusions 

This work provides a better understanding of the laser induced plasma interaction with 

various materials. An experimental set-up was designed and constructed, allowing laser induced 

plasmas to be probed on a microsecond time scale with a custom built ultra-fast optical emission 

spectrometer. The nebulizing spraying technique was expanded upon to coat large area thin films 

of RDX. The spectroscopic evolution of a decaying plasma plume was observed and involved a 

phase transition from a plasma to a gas. An understanding of the laser ablation process of 

removal of material from RDX was established as having four separate dominating mechanisms 

that were dependent upon the lens to sample distance. An alternative ignition method resembling 

ETC ignition was suggested by creating an overlay of polycarbonate on RDX resulting in a 

complete removal 86% of the time.  

6.6 Future work 

This work would benefit from future studies on a wider variety of samples to obtain a 

more complete understanding of perhaps what specific molecular contributions are responsible 

for the continuum radiation that was observed spectroscopically. To increase the spectroscopic 

understanding of the LIP and the laser ablation process, studying more specific spectral regions 

with increased resolution could be helpful. Doping materials with salts such as sodium that give 

intense atomic emission lines could provide an internal atomic probe of electron densities and 

temperatures to help the understanding about mechanisms of radiation. Finally, the interaction 

between different polymers and different energetic materials should be further probed to 
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understand what specific ratios of or which polymers would be optimal for ignition with a laser 

induced plasma. 
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Appendix 1 
 
AutoIt code to collect spectra 
 
Sleep(10000) 
$svar= "PC_060215_20usw_" 
;sample name 
$svar1="100_" 
;delay 
  For $i = 1 To 5 
  ;number of instances 
   WinActivate("SeriCon - New") 
   WinWaitActive("SeriCon - New", "Send") 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;fire laser 
   Sleep(20000) 
   WinActivate("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]") 
   WinWaitActive("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]") 
   Sleep(2500) 
   ControlClick("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]", "SAVE", 1170) 
   WinWaitActive("Save As") 
   Sleep(2500) 
   Send($svar & $svar1 & $i) 
   Sleep(2500) 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;save *.bmp image of spectra 
   Sleep(5000) 
   Next 
   ;repeat for $i 
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AutoIt code to collect photodiode trace and spectra at various LSD 
 
Sleep(10000) 
$svar= "AN_060315_" 
;sample name 
$svar1 = "DMC Smart Terminal - [70 shot RDX wafer.dmc]" 
;Name of motion control expt 
$j = 60 
;x axis position start 
$k = 150 
;x axis position end 
Do 
   WinActivate($svar1) 
   WinWaitActive($svar1) 
   ControlSend($svar1, "", "[Class:RichEdit20A; Instance:1]", "PAX=(" & $j & "*400)") 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;define lens position 
   Sleep(1000) 
   ControlSend($svar1, "", "[Class:RichEdit20A; Instance:1]", "BGX") 
   Sleep(1000) 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;move lens to position 
   Sleep(1000) 
  For $i = 1 To 7 
 ;number of instances 
   WinActivate("SeriCon - New") 
   WinWaitActive("SeriCon - New", "Send") 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;fire laser 
   Sleep(20000) 
   WinActivate("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]") 
   WinWaitActive("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]") 
   Sleep(2500) 
   ControlClick("SonyIIDC - [No Sony camera in system]", "SAVE", 1170) 
   WinWaitActive("Save As") 
   Sleep(2500) 
   Send($j & "mm_" & $svar & $i) 
   Sleep(2500) 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;save *.bmp image of collected spectra 
   Sleep(5000) 
   WinActivate("OpenChoice Desktop") 
   WinWaitActive("OpenChoice Desktop") 
   Send("^g") 
   ;"get" data from scope 
   Sleep(5000) 
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   WinActivate("OpenChoice Desktop") 
   WinWaitActive("OpenChoice Desktop") 
   Send("^s") 
   WinWaitActive("Save As") 
   Sleep(1000) 
   Send($j & "mm_" & $svar & $i) 
   Sleep(1000) 
   ControlClick("Save As", "", "[CLASS:Button; INSTANCE:2]") 
   Sleep(5000) 
   ;save data from scope 
   Next 
$j = $j + 10 
Until $j = $k + 10 
;move lens as per j and k above 
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AutoIt code to save spectra from bitmap image and paste pixel/intensity values to Excel file 
 
   $svar = "Spectra" 
   ;name of imajeJ stack 
   $svar1 = " (75%)" 
   ;window size 
   $svar2 = "Microsoft Excel - AN fluence spectra" 
   ;Name of excel workbook 
   $svar5 = "70" 
   ;number of images in stack 
 
   WinActivate($svar & $svar1) 
   Sleep(0500) 
   WinWaitActive($svar & $svar1) 
   Sleep(1000) 
   WinActivate("ImageJ") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   WinWaitActive("ImageJ") 
   Sleep(2500) 
   Send("{ALTDOWN}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   SEND("{ALTUP}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   Send("{RIGHT}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   Send("{DOWN 12}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   Send("{RIGHT}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   Send("{DOWN 16}") 
   Sleep(0050) 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
   ;pointing to: edit>selection>specify 
   Sleep(1000) 
   Send("1280") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   Send("{TAB}") 
   Send("43") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   Send("{TAB}") 
   Send("0") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   Send("{TAB}") 
   Send("469") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   Send("{ENTER}") 
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   Sleep(1000) 
   ;defined region of interest 
 
   For $i = 1 To $svar5 
   Sleep (0500) 
   Send("^k") 
   ;plot profile 
   WinActivate("Plot of " & $svar) 
   WinWaitActive("Plot of " & $svar) 
   Sleep(0500) 
   ControlClick("Plot of " & $svar,"",3) 
   Send("{Space}") 
   Sleep(0500) 
   ;copy intensity at pixel values 
   WinActivate($svar2) 
   WinWaitActive($svar2) 
   Send("^v") 
   ;paste values into excel file 
   Sleep(0500) 
   Send("{RIGHT}") 
   Send("{RIGHT}") 
   WinClose("Plot of " & $svar) 
   WinActivate($svar & $svar1) 
   WinWaitActive($svar & $svar1) 
   Send("+{RIGHT}") 
   ;next image to save spectra and copy to excel 
Next 
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Motion control code for 70 shots spread out at nominal distance on 2” wafer 
 
#WAFER2 
 
PAY=0; 
PAZ=0; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRZ=2000; 
PRY=-4000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
AI-5; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PAY=0; 
PAZ=0; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
 
#MOVE1 
i=0; 
#LOOP1; 
PRY=-2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP1,i<5; 
PRZ=-4000; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 1 complete"; 
 
#MOVE2 
i=0; 
#LOOP2; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
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i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP2,i<7; 
PRZ=-4000; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 2 complete"; 
 
#MOVE3 
i=0; 
#LOOP3; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=-2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP3,i<9; 
PRZ=-4000; 
PRY=2000; 
BGZ; 
BGY; 
MG "Line 3 complete"; 
 
#MOVE4 
i=0; 
#LOOP4; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP4,i<9; 
PRZ=-4000; 
PRY=-2000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 4 complete"; 
 
#MOVE5 
i=0; 
#LOOP5; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=-2000; 
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AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP5,i<9; 
PRZ=-4000; 
PRY=2000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 5 complete"; 
 
#MOVE6 
i=0; 
#LOOP6; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP6,i<9; 
PRY=-2000; 
PRZ=-4000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 6 complete"; 
 
#MOVE7 
i=0; 
#LOOP7; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=-2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP7,i<9; 
PRY=4000; 
PRZ=-4000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 7 complete"; 
 
#MOVE8 
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i=0; 
#LOOP8; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP8,i<7; 
PRY=-4000; 
PRZ=-4000; 
BGY; 
BGZ; 
MG "Line 8 complete"; 
 
#MOVE9 
i=0; 
#LOOP9; 
AMY; 
AMZ; 
PRY=-2000; 
AI-5; 
BG Y; 
AM Y; 
i= i+1; 
JP #LOOP9,i<5; 
MG "Line 9 complete"; 
 
 
 
MG "Wafer Complete"; 
 
EN; 
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Motion control code for spraying a 2” wafer with 10mL of RDX 
 
#SPRAY2 
PAY=0; BGY; AMY; WT 55.6; 
PAY=40; BGY; AMY; WT 1111.6; 
PAY=80; BGY; AMY; WT 2223.2; 
PAY=120; BGY; AMY; WT 3334.9; 
PAY=160; BGY; AMY; WT 4446.5; 
PAY=200; BGY; AMY; WT 5558.1; 
PAY=240; BGY; AMY; WT 6669.7; 
PAY=280; BGY; AMY; WT 7781.4; 
PAY=320; BGY; AMY; WT 8893; 
PAY=360; BGY; AMY; WT 10004.6; 
PAY=400; BGY; AMY; WT 11116.2; 
PAY=440; BGY; AMY; WT 12227.9; 
PAY=480; BGY; AMY; WT 13339.5; 
PAY=520; BGY; AMY; WT 14451.1; 
PAY=560; BGY; AMY; WT 15562.7; 
PAY=600; BGY; AMY; WT 16674.4; 
PAY=640; BGY; AMY; WT 17786; 
PAY=680; BGY; AMY; WT 18897.6; 
PAY=720; BGY; AMY; WT 20009.2; 
PAY=760; BGY; AMY; WT 21120.9; 
PAY=800; BGY; AMY; WT 22232.5; 
PAY=840; BGY; AMY; WT 23344.1; 
PAY=880; BGY; AMY; WT 24455.7; 
PAY=920; BGY; AMY; WT 25567.4; 
PAY=960; BGY; AMY; WT 26679; 
PAY=1000; BGY; AMY; WT 27790.6; 
PAY=1040; BGY; AMY; WT 28902.2; 
PAY=1080; BGY; AMY; WT 30013.8; 
PAY=1120; BGY; AMY; WT 31125.5; 
PAY=1160; BGY; AMY; WT 32237.1; 
PAY=1200; BGY; AMY; WT 33348.7; 
PAY=1240; BGY; AMY; WT 34460.3; 
PAY=1280; BGY; AMY; WT 35572; 
PAY=1320; BGY; AMY; WT 36683.6; 
PAY=1360; BGY; AMY; WT 37795.2; 
PAY=1400; BGY; AMY; WT 38906.8; 
PAY=1440; BGY; AMY; WT 40018.5; 
PAY=1480; BGY; AMY; WT 41130.1; 
PAY=1520; BGY; AMY; WT 42241.7; 
PAY=1560; BGY; AMY; WT 43353.3; 
PAY=1600; BGY; AMY; WT 44465; 
PAY=1640; BGY; AMY; WT 45576.6; 
PAY=1680; BGY; AMY; WT 46688.2; 
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PAY=1720; BGY; AMY; WT 47799.8; 
PAY=1760; BGY; AMY; WT 48911.5; 
PAY=1800; BGY; AMY; WT 50023.1; 
PAY=1840; BGY; AMY; WT 51134.7; 
PAY=1880; BGY; AMY; WT 52246.3; 
PAY=1920; BGY; AMY; WT 53358; 
PAY=1960; BGY; AMY; WT 54469.6; 
PAY=2000; BGY; AMY; WT 55581.2; 
PAY=2040; BGY; AMY; WT 56692.8; 
PAY=2080; BGY; AMY; WT 57804.4; 
PAY=2120; BGY; AMY; WT 58916.1; 
PAY=2160; BGY; AMY; WT 60027.7; 
PAY=2200; BGY; AMY; WT 61139.3; 
PAY=2240; BGY; AMY; WT 62250.9; 
PAY=2280; BGY; AMY; WT 63362.6; 
PAY=2320; BGY; AMY; WT 64474.2; 
PAY=2360; BGY; AMY; WT 65585.8; 
PAY=2400; BGY; AMY; WT 66697.4; 
PAY=2440; BGY; AMY; WT 67809.1; 
PAY=2480; BGY; AMY; WT 68920.7; 
PAY=2520; BGY; AMY; WT 70032.3; 
PAY=2560; BGY; AMY; WT 71143.9; 
PAY=2600; BGY; AMY; WT 72255.6; 
PAY=2640; BGY; AMY; WT 73367.2; 
PAY=2680; BGY; AMY; WT 74478.8; 
PAY=2720; BGY; AMY; WT 75590.4; 
PAY=2760; BGY; AMY; WT 76702.1; 
PAY=2800; BGY; AMY; WT 77813.7; 
PAY=2840; BGY; AMY; WT 78925.3; 
PAY=2880; BGY; AMY; WT 80036.9; 
PAY=2920; BGY; AMY; WT 81148.6; 
PAY=2960; BGY; AMY; WT 82260.2; 
PAY=3000; BGY; AMY; WT 83371.8; 
PAY=3040; BGY; AMY; WT 84483.4; 
PAY=3080; BGY; AMY; WT 85595.1; 
PAY=3120; BGY; AMY; WT 86706.7; 
PAY=3160; BGY; AMY; WT 87818.3; 
PAY=3200; BGY; AMY; WT 88929.9; 
PAY=3240; BGY; AMY; WT 90041.5; 
PAY=3280; BGY; AMY; WT 91153.2; 
PAY=3320; BGY; AMY; WT 92264.8; 
PAY=3360; BGY; AMY; WT 93376.4; 
PAY=3400; BGY; AMY; WT 94488; 
PAY=3440; BGY; AMY; WT 95599.7; 
PAY=3480; BGY; AMY; WT 96711.3; 
PAY=3520; BGY; AMY; WT 97822.9; 
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PAY=3560; BGY; AMY; WT 98934.5; 
PAY=3600; BGY; AMY; WT 100046.2; 
PAY=3640; BGY; AMY; WT 101157.8; 
PAY=3680; BGY; AMY; WT 102269.4; 
PAY=3720; BGY; AMY; WT 103381; 
PAY=3760; BGY; AMY; WT 104492.7; 
PAY=3800; BGY; AMY; WT 105604.3; 
PAY=3840; BGY; AMY; WT 106715.9; 
PAY=3880; BGY; AMY; WT 107827.5; 
PAY=3920; BGY; AMY; WT 108939.2; 
PAY=3960; BGY; AMY; WT 110050.8; 
PAY=4000; BGY; AMY; WT 111162.4; 
PAY=4040; BGY; AMY; WT 112274; 
PAY=4080; BGY; AMY; WT 113385.7; 
PAY=4120; BGY; AMY; WT 114497.3; 
PAY=4160; BGY; AMY; WT 115608.9; 
PAY=4200; BGY; AMY; WT 116720.5; 
PAY=4240; BGY; AMY; WT 117832.1; 
PAY=4280; BGY; AMY; WT 118943.8; 
PAY=4320; BGY; AMY; WT 120055.4; 
PAY=4360; BGY; AMY; WT 121167; 
PAY=4400; BGY; AMY; WT 122278.6; 
PAY=4440; BGY; AMY; WT 123390.3; 
PAY=4480; BGY; AMY; WT 124501.9; 
PAY=4520; BGY; AMY; WT 125613.5; 
PAY=4560; BGY; AMY; WT 126725.1; 
PAY=4600; BGY; AMY; WT 127836.8; 
PAY=4640; BGY; AMY; WT 128948.4; 
PAY=4680; BGY; AMY; WT 130060; 
PAY=4720; BGY; AMY; WT 131171.6; 
PAY=4760; BGY; AMY; WT 132283.3; 
PAY=4800; BGY; AMY; WT 133394.9; 
PAY=4840; BGY; AMY; WT 134506.5; 
PAY=4880; BGY; AMY; WT 135618.1; 
PAY=4920; BGY; AMY; WT 136729.8; 
PAY=4960; BGY; AMY; WT 137841.4; 
PAY=5000; BGY; AMY; WT 138953; 
PAY=5040; BGY; AMY; WT 140064.6; 
PAY=5080; BGY; AMY; WT 141176.3; 
PAY=5120; BGY; AMY; WT 142287.9; 
PAY=5160; BGY; AMY; WT 143399.5; 
PAY=5200; BGY; AMY; WT 144511.1; 
PAY=5240; BGY; AMY; WT 145622.7; 
PAY=5280; BGY; AMY; WT 146734.4; 
PAY=5320; BGY; AMY; WT 147846; 
PAY=5360; BGY; AMY; WT 148957.6; 
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PAY=5400; BGY; AMY; WT 150069.2; 
PAY=5440; BGY; AMY; WT 151180.9; 
PAY=5480; BGY; AMY; WT 152292.5; 
PAY=5520; BGY; AMY; WT 153404.1; 
PAY=5560; BGY; AMY; WT 154515.7; 
PAY=5600; BGY; AMY; WT 155627.4; 
PAY=5640; BGY; AMY; WT 156739; 
PAY=5680; BGY; AMY; WT 157850.6; 
PAY=5720; BGY; AMY; WT 158962.2; 
PAY=5760; BGY; AMY; WT 160073.9; 
PAY=5800; BGY; AMY; WT 161185.5; 
PAY=5840; BGY; AMY; WT 162297.1; 
PAY=5880; BGY; AMY; WT 163408.7; 
PAY=5920; BGY; AMY; WT 164520.4; 
PAY=5960; BGY; AMY; WT 165632; 
PAY=6000; BGY; AMY; WT 166743.6; 
PAY=6040; BGY; AMY; WT 167855.2; 
PAY=6080; BGY; AMY; WT 168966.9; 
PAY=6120; BGY; AMY; WT 170078.5; 
PAY=6160; BGY; AMY; WT 171190.1; 
PAY=6200; BGY; AMY; WT 172301.7; 
PAY=6240; BGY; AMY; WT 173413.3; 
PAY=6280; BGY; AMY; WT 174525; 
PAY=6320; BGY; AMY; WT 175636.6; 
PAY=6360; BGY; AMY; WT 176748.2; 
PAY=6400; BGY; AMY; WT 177859.8; 
PAY=6440; BGY; AMY; WT 178971.5; 
PAY=6480; BGY; AMY; WT 180083.1; 
PAY=6520; BGY; AMY; WT 181194.7; 
PAY=6560; BGY; AMY; WT 182306.3; 
PAY=6600; BGY; AMY; WT 183418; 
PAY=6640; BGY; AMY; WT 184529.6; 
PAY=6680; BGY; AMY; WT 185641.2; 
PAY=6720; BGY; AMY; WT 186752.8; 
PAY=6760; BGY; AMY; WT 187864.5; 
PAY=6800; BGY; AMY; WT 188976.1; 
PAY=6840; BGY; AMY; WT 190087.7; 
PAY=6880; BGY; AMY; WT 191199.3; 
PAY=6920; BGY; AMY; WT 192311; 
PAY=6960; BGY; AMY; WT 193422.6; 
PAY=7000; BGY; AMY; WT 194534.2; 
PAY=7040; BGY; AMY; WT 195645.8; 
PAY=7080; BGY; AMY; WT 196757.5; 
PAY=7120; BGY; AMY; WT 197869.1; 
PAY=7160; BGY; AMY; WT 198980.7; 
PAY=7200; BGY; AMY; WT 200092.3; 
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PAY=7240; BGY; AMY; WT 201204; 
PAY=7280; BGY; AMY; WT 202315.6; 
PAY=7320; BGY; AMY; WT 203427.2; 
PAY=7360; BGY; AMY; WT 204538.8; 
PAY=7400; BGY; AMY; WT 205650.4; 
PAY=7440; BGY; AMY; WT 206762.1; 
PAY=7480; BGY; AMY; WT 207873.7; 
PAY=7520; BGY; AMY; WT 208985.3; 
PAY=7560; BGY; AMY; WT 210096.9; 
PAY=7600; BGY; AMY; WT 211208.6; 
PAY=7640; BGY; AMY; WT 212320.2; 
PAY=7680; BGY; AMY; WT 213431.8; 
PAY=7720; BGY; AMY; WT 214543.4; 
PAY=7760; BGY; AMY; WT 215655.1; 
PAY=7800; BGY; AMY; WT 216766.7; 
PAY=7840; BGY; AMY; WT 217878.3; 
PAY=7880; BGY; AMY; WT 218989.9; 
PAY=7920; BGY; AMY; WT 220101.6; 
PAY=7960; BGY; AMY; WT 221213.2; 
PAY=8000; BGY; AMY; WT 222324.8; 
PAY=8040; BGY; AMY; WT 223436.4; 
PAY=8080; BGY; AMY; WT 224548.1; 
PAY=8120; BGY; AMY; WT 225659.7; 
PAY=8160; BGY; AMY; WT 226771.3; 
PAY=8200; BGY; AMY; WT 227882.9; 
PAY=8240; BGY; AMY; WT 228994.6; 
PAY=8280; BGY; AMY; WT 230106.2; 
PAY=8320; BGY; AMY; WT 231217.8; 
PAY=8360; BGY; AMY; WT 232329.4; 
PAY=8400; BGY; AMY; WT 233441; 
PAY=8440; BGY; AMY; WT 234552.7; 
PAY=8480; BGY; AMY; WT 235664.3; 
PAY=8520; BGY; AMY; WT 236775.9; 
PAY=8560; BGY; AMY; WT 237887.5; 
PAY=8600; BGY; AMY; WT 238999.2; 
PAY=8640; BGY; AMY; WT 240110.8; 
PAY=8680; BGY; AMY; WT 241222.4; 
PAY=8720; BGY; AMY; WT 242334; 
PAY=8760; BGY; AMY; WT 243445.7; 
PAY=8800; BGY; AMY; WT 244557.3; 
PAY=8840; BGY; AMY; WT 245668.9; 
PAY=8880; BGY; AMY; WT 246780.5; 
PAY=8920; BGY; AMY; WT 247892.2; 
PAY=8960; BGY; AMY; WT 249003.8; 
PAY=9000; BGY; AMY; WT 250115.4; 
PAY=9040; BGY; AMY; WT 251227; 
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PAY=9080; BGY; AMY; WT 252338.7; 
PAY=9120; BGY; AMY; WT 253450.3; 
PAY=9160; BGY; AMY; WT 254561.9; 
PAY=9200; BGY; AMY; WT 255673.5; 
PAY=9240; BGY; AMY; WT 256785.2; 
PAY=9280; BGY; AMY; WT 257896.8; 
PAY=9320; BGY; AMY; WT 259008.4; 
PAY=9360; BGY; AMY; WT 260120; 
PAY=9400; BGY; AMY; WT 261231.6; 
PAY=9440; BGY; AMY; WT 262343.3; 
PAY=9480; BGY; AMY; WT 263454.9; 
PAY=9520; BGY; AMY; WT 264566.5; 
PAY=9560; BGY; AMY; WT 265678.1; 
PAY=9600; BGY; AMY; WT 266789.8; 
PAY=9640; BGY; AMY; WT 267901.4; 
PAY=9680; BGY; AMY; WT 269013; 
PAY=9720; BGY; AMY; WT 270124.6; 
PAY=9760; BGY; AMY; WT 271236.3; 
PAY=9800; BGY; AMY; WT 272347.9; 
PAY=9840; BGY; AMY; WT 273459.5; 
PAY=9880; BGY; AMY; WT 274571.1; 
PAY=9920; BGY; AMY; WT 275682.8; 
PAY=9960; BGY; AMY; WT 276794.4; 
PAY=10000; BGY; AMY; WT 277906; 
PAY=10040; BGY; AMY; WT 279017.6; 
PAY=10080; BGY; AMY; WT 280129.3; 
PAY=10120; BGY; AMY; WT 281240.9; 
PAY=10160; BGY; AMY; WT 282352.5; 
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